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BLUETOOTH ................................................................................................................................................ 126 
 
Visi-Download Software © Stowood Scientific Instruments Ltd 2011 

For Your Safety and that of Your Patients 

 

Strictly follow the Instructions for Use 

Any use of the software requires full understanding and strict observation of these instructions. 

The software is only to be used for the purposes specified here. 

 

Maintenance 

Installation, reinstallation and general maintenance may only be carried out by trained service 

personnel. 

Accessories 

Only the devices listed in the Devices List may be used with this software. 

 

Safe Connection with other electrical equipment 

Do not make electrical connections to equipment not listed in the “Instructions for Use”. 

Liability for proper function or damage 

The Warranty/ Software license agreement is included on the delivery CD. 

 

Stowood does not warrant that the software will be uninterrupted or error free. 

 

Information on safe use 

 

The software should only be used by trained users of Microsoft Windows. 

 

Visi-Download may only be used in the home or hospital. 
 

Visi-Download is intended for use with CE marked devices 

 

These devices may use a variety of methods for transmitting the data to the computer: USB, 

memory cards, infrared interfaces, serial cable connection, etc. 

 

Visi-Download is designed to view, analyse, report and print data recorded by these devices. 

Inherent in its design is the capability to review or fully disclose the „raw data‟ obtained. 

 

Visi-Download can only deal with the stored results of the measurement by the device. It does 

not influence the measurement, it is reviewed after the fact and has no direct relevance to patient 

safety. 

 

US-E In the USA federal law restricts Visi-Download to use by or on the order of a physician 

Fr La loi federale des Etats-unis n‟autorise l‟utilisation de Visi-Download qu‟a un medecin. 

D Aufgrund US-amerikanischer Gezetzesbestimmungen ist auf Anordnung eines Arztes erlaubt. 

C La ley Federal de los Estados Unidos solo autoriza de Visi-Download a un medico o bajo 

autorizacion medica 

I La legge federal d‟USA lilita Visi-Download a un medico. 
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N Krachtens de federale wetgeving van Visi-Download van de Verenigde Staten mag dit 

hulpmiddel uitsluitend door van een arts worden verkocht. 
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If you wish to change language 

Run the programme. When the initial screen appears, choose the menu item 

File/Fichier/Datei/Archivo/Bestand | Language/Langage/Sprache/Idioma/Lingua/Taal click 

on the chosen language, and click on OK. The programme will restart in the desired language. 

This will then become the default language for the software.  

 

Si vous souhaitez choisir une autre langage 

Sélectionnez le programme. Lorsque la première fenêtre d'affichage apparaît, sélectionnez 

l'option File/Fichier/Datei/Archivo/Bestand | 

Language/Langage/Sprache/Idioma/Lingua/Taal. Cliquez sur la langue et cliquez sur OK. Le 

programme redémarrera en utilisant la langage choisie. Cette langage sera par la suite la langue 

utilisée par défaut. 

 

Sprache ändern 

Programm starten. Nach Erscheinen des ersten Bildschirms wählen Sie den Menüpunkt 

File/Fichier/Datei/Archivo/Bestand | Language/Langage/Sprache/Idioma/Lingua/Taal. 

Klicken Sie auf die gewünschte Sprache. Dann auf OK klicken. Das Programm startet neu in der 

gewünschten Sprache. Diese wird dann zur Standardsprache für die Software.  

 

Si usted desea cambiar el idioma 

Ejecute el programa. Cuando la pantalla inicial aparece, elija el ítem del menú 

File/Fichier/Datei/Archivo/Bestand | Language/Langage/Sprache/Idioma/Lingua/Taal, haga 

clic en el idioma elegido, y haga clic en Aceptar. El programa se reiniciará en el idioma deseado. 

Este luego se transformará en el idioma por omisión para el software.  

 

Modifica lingua 

Avviare il programma. Una volta apparsa la schermata iniziale, selezionare la voce di menu 

File/Fichier/Datei/Archivo/Bestand | Language/Langage/Sprache/Idioma/Lingua/Taal. 

Cliccare quindi sul la lingua desiderata e poi su OK. Il programma viene a questo punto avviato 

di nuovo nella lingua desiderata che sarà da quel momento in poi definita come lingua standard 

per il software.  

 

Om de taal te veranderen 

Voer het programma uit. Zodra het initiële scherm verschijnt dient u het menupunt 

File/Fichier/Datei/Archivo/Bestand | Language/Langage/Sprache/Idioma/Lingua/Taal te 

selecteren.Klik dan op het geselecteerde taal en klik vervolgens op OK. Het programma herstart 

nu in de gewenste taal die daarmee de standaardtaal van het programma geworden is.  
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OPERATION 

Installation 

See instructions provided below in the setion “Installation and setup of software and hardware” 

and also on the CD for installation and licencing of Visi-Download 

Setting up a Device prior to, & making a recording 

NOTE: Procedures for making and downloading recordings vary for different devices. See 

Appendix B for device-specific instructions. 

 

Follow the instructions for use in the Device Manual. 

„Date and Time‟ 

Check and set the date and time and ensure that there is no previous, possibly conflicting data 

present. If so, delete it !  

Make the Recording 

Follow the instructions in the Device Manual. When the device is returned from the patient you 

are ready to move or „download‟ the recorded data into the computer.   

To ‘Download’ a recording from the device 

The ‘Simple’ Report and interface  

In the 2011 software release we have introduced a Simple Report and interface.  

 

The user can choose which pages are to be produced by ticking boxes when downloading. 

 

To use this interface tick “Use Simple Report” in the Advanced tab of the Setup Wizard. 

 
 

Start the Visi-Download Programme  

Choose the Visi-Download icon on the desktop or Visi-Download from the Start | Programs menu to get the start screen 

 

  
 
Visi-Download showing shortcuts to Download, Review and Exit 
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There are several methods of data transfer from a device to the computer, (serial or USB 

connection, memory card) and as devices vary in their function a typical path is now described. 
 

 Click on „Download‟ or click on the Download icon appropriate to the device in the 

„Toolbar‟. As the mouse passes over the icon, the device name is shown in the yellow 

tooltip. 

 
Connect the device or the memory card to the computer 

 
In the Download dialogue box either Load an Existing Patient or enter the Patient Name and Patient Details:  either the 
subset shown on the first page or using the tabs 
 
Choose the options for downloading the data from the device: for example, if a six minute, incremental or endurance walk test 
has been carried out rather than a standard recording choose these.  
 
With certain devices, the Download dialogue box may be able to acquire and show recorder details 

 
Download dialogue box before the device (P300i as an example) is connected and 

activated. 

 

 
Download dialogue box after the device (P300i as an example) is connected and 

activated, showing details taken from the device in “Current setup information” 
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Load Existing Patient opens the Index. This allows recordings with previously entered 

Patient Details to be chosen by highlighting & retrieved rather than requiring their re-entry.  

 

 
Patient Details tab 

 

 
Medical Details tab 
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Extra Details tab 

 

 
When Simple report is chosen in Setup Wizard | Advanced this is the appearance of the 

Setup tab 

which allows the user a choice of pages to be printed 

 
Information entry for the 6 Minute Walk Test (replaces Extra Patient Details, chosen in the Main tab)  
The Walk tests request particular data used in the specialised Walk test reports, e.g. Dyspnoea score - Borg scale 
values between 0 and 10  
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Incremental Shuttle Walk Test (replaces Extra Patient Details) 
 

 
Endurance Shuttle Walk Test (replaces Extra Patient Details) 

 

 

When the Download button is clicked the device is interrogated, a dialogue box may indicate 

the start times and durations of the recordings found on the recorder from which you can 

highlight those to be downloaded. 
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Recordings shown as files found on the oximeter 

 

 Highlight one (or more, if you wish to join them together) and you will see that the 

Analysis Start and Analysis End will change to correspond with the beginning and end of 

the recordings.  

 When the Download button is clicked; these recordings will be transferred to the 

computer data directory. The data is downloaded from the device and saved to the 

computer by this action.  

 After the data has been transferred, the first few minutes will be shown on the „Chart 

Screen‟.  
The Download dialogue box remains open so that the device memory can be cleared at this point - which is recommended. 

 For installation of the software, see „Installation and Setup of the Software and 

Hardware‟ below 

 ** The NHS number box is chosen/ removed in Setup Wizard | Advanced tab 

By default, the Analysis Start and Analysis End are the start and end of the recording.  

For recordings where you wish to make a comparison of an Analysed section with a baseline 

period, enter the timing details into the Baseline and Analysis (as they cannot overlap, you must 

change the Analysis Start first) 

 
Original full recording 

 
One minute baseline period inserted  
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Filename Naming convention 

Data files in Visi-download are named in this convention the first two letters of the surname, (or 

“aa” if no patient name is entered, “ab” for the second, “ac” for the third and so on) followed by 

the date and the identification number of the device.  

Storage and Indexes 

In the Setup Wizard it is possible using the Browse button to choose folders for data storage, the 

default for normal use and its archival after the investigation is complete. It is sensible to have at 

least one folder on the local computer for when the computer is disconnected from the network 

 
Advanced tab of Setup Wizard 

Viewing previously downloaded data 

 Click on „Review‟ or click the file open icon  to access the default folder Index of 

recordings 

 To view Archived files choose File | Open Archive 

 The Recordings Open dialogue box shows the Index showing the stored recordings.  
Highlight the required recording: the Patient Details box will show some data that has been entered on the subject - click 
on Open or double-click the patient name to open it to the Chart Screen. 

 
 
 

 Show & Sort recordings 
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The Open dialogue box 
 
To enable the NHS number tick the box in the Setup Wizard | Advanced tab 

 

There may be a cross, a filled circle, or a dash in front of the Names in the Available 

Recordings box   
 

  Indicates that there is no saved analysis file for 

the recording. 

 

 Indicates that an copy or analysis of this recording 

has(ve) been made and saved as a Workpad file. 

 

  Appears
1
 in front of a subject with a Workpad 

analysis(es) which follows, preceded by a  

 

 
 

 

Clicking on a cross will display saved Analysis or „Workpad‟ files for this patient and the cross 

becomes a dash. 

Then select the required analysis workpad. 

NOTE: Opening a workpad file will also open the corresponding recording. 

Rebuild Index clears then rebuilds the contents of the index for the current folder. 

Data Archival 

From the „Open File‟ dialogue box, the „Archive‟ button may be used to move any recordings to a separate folder. This enables 
the user to remove these recordings from the main data folder, should it be overcrowded with items. 
The Archive folder is chosen in the Setup Wizard Advanced tab.  
To view Archived files choose File | Open Archive.  
(The index only differs from the Open Index in that it does not have an Archive button.) 
 
Delete original DATA file to recycle bin allows the .DAT file from the recording to be discarded i.e. the recording including 
the folder will be removed from the Data folder. 

 

                                                 
1after clicking on the cross  

 Drives, 

FoldersRecor

ding location 
 Current Open 

DirectoryChannels 

recorded 

Available 

Recordings 

 Search 

systemPatient 

Details 
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Archive WAV File gives the option to archive the WAV (sound) file when archiving the recordings.  
Delete original WAV file to recycle bin gives the option to dispose of the WAV (sound) file when archiving the recordings. 
NOTE: These WAV functions are for Stowood Grey Flash recordings. 
 
 
 

 
 
 The ‘Archive’ dialogue Box 
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Viewing the ‘Chart’ screen 

 
 

 

 
Main Chart Screen showing SPO2, Pulse Rate, PCO2, Heater Power, Sensor temperature, perfusion 
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The Chart screen consists of  

 

 Title Bar - shows the programme name, patient name and filename.  

 Menu Bar - has a series of functions grouped in menus.  

 Tool Bar - has chosen items from the Menu Bar. 

 Ruler - Shows by a pair of moveable cursors the interval shown in the Chart Data 

Window, allowing you to see how it relates to the recording. 

 Chart Window - showing the channels of the recording, SpO2, Pulse Rate, with the values 

at the cursor time appearing on the right hand side of each channel. At the top of the trace 

channel are shown the alarms and events generated by the device. Hovering the cursor 

pointer over the marker will reveal the alarm/ event type 

 Status Bar shows the interval duration, real date and time at the cursor, elapsed time, 

value at the point of the arrow cursor, compression ratio , NHS number and whether it‟s 

been verified. 

  

 Changing the appearance of the Chart Window 
Move the mouse over the graph you wish to modify and click the Right 

mouse button. The menu functions:  

 Amplitude -change the vertical axis of the trace 

over which the mouse is placed using mouse 

selected, movable cursors, eg Saturation shown 

here. After completing the axis modification 

action, close the box with a click on the top left 

hand square  

 Exclude excludes the trace  

 Exclusive shows the trace exclusively.  

 Parameter allows numerical manipulation  

 Fit To Scale uses the raw data rather than the data 

as viewed in the current Method. 

 Autofit To Scale automatically adjusts the range of the data to 

fit the maximum and minimum amplitudes. 

 Add/ Remove Start/ End of Baseline and Analysis The Baseline and Analysis periods 

can be analysed separately if required. The start and end of these inserted periods are 

shown by inverted green triangles for the start and red for the end points with B or A 

above. (This differs from the walk test Resting and End of test analysis periods which are 

entered with the Event marker). 

 Go To Time displays the dialogue box to allow a time and date be entered corresponding 

to the period of the chart the user wants to see. 

 Play WAV From Here For recordings with sound, starts the audio window at the current 

point. It is recommended that good external speakers be used because of the low 

frequency content of snoring. 

Navigation through the recording 

Move through the recording page by page using the Page Right (or Page Left) icons   in 

the Tool Bar or by clicking on the right (to go forward) or left (to go back) on the trace. The Pan 
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icons  step through the trace at the page display duration set in menu item View | Page | 

Pan Rate.  

Display Mode 

The display mode can be changed by several means.  

 For a different Interval (time scale) click on the Interval icon   in the Tool Bar. 

 To see the whole recording click on the Full Study  in the Tool Bar 

 For a different amplitude use the mouse right hand button, highlight and choose Amplitude 

to change the vertical axis by moving the cursor(s) - or choose Parameter to set the values 

numerically. (Amp. is the value at the top of the axis, Offset is that at the bottom) 

 The user may wish to take advantage of the ability to create „Montages‟: combinations of 

screen position, amplitude range, colours, etc) for favourite repeated use. Choose M on the 

toolbar to use one of the 5 default montages. (These montages can be changed and saved using 

the menu item View | Edit Montages)  

 To show a grid select View | Show Grid (change colour of lines with Edit | Gridlines 

colour. 
 

Changing the Compression ‘Method’ 

It is not possible to display all the recorded data points if a long time interval is displayed on the 

screen. One point on the screen (called a pixel), will represent a „package‟ or group of data. The 

„pack rate‟ shown in the Status Bar indicates the number of data points represented by one pixel. 

The different ways to represent this package on the screen are: 

  

 Sample : displays the first value of each package 

 Mean : displays the average of all the values in the package 

 Minimum : displays the lowest value in the package 

 Maximum   :    displays the highest value in the package 

 MinMax : displays the lowest and the highest values in the package. 

 Envelope : displays a line joining the lowest and the highest values in the package 

 

The Compression Method can be changed for an individual channel with the right mouse menu 

item Parameter. 

Revert  

Go back to the way the recording appeared originally, by clicking on the Toolbar icon M and 

then O: Original montage at last save  
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Analysis: Run an Analysis and make a Report 

 

If the recording is acceptable throughout, the next task is to analyse the data and print a report. 

However, there may be periods that you wish to exclude, for which see the Markers section 

below. 
 For example the user may like to manually exclude the arterialisation period at the start of the recording. 

Analysis 

To make a comprehensive analysis, select Analysis Report directly with the toolbar icon    

(the selections described  in Analysis Customisation will be used) 

 

Or: Select one or more of the analysis options from the Analyse menu and its sub-menus. The 

analyses options will vary depending on choices made in „Analysis | Analysis Setup | Report‟  

  Select period to be analysed from:    Full Study 

Within Markers * 

Outside Markers * 

 Analysis Setup to define the parameters used in the analysis (see below) 

 Analysis Report is a full report as defined in the Analysis Setup  

 Auto print report analyses and prints a set of plots, analyses and summary pages as 

defined in Analysis Setup. 

 Plot all visible channels (12 or 24 hrs) are 2 graph per page plots 

  

 Summary produces a summary page of saturation and pulse rate analysis.  

  

 Plot options show graphically 1 hour per line, 8 hours per page. 

 Analysis options produce individual analysis pages. 

 Display analysis using edited events to reanalyse after creating or modifying events 
 

*  The options Within markers and Outside markers are only available if markers have been 

set:  

On exit from the file this reverts to Full Study. Use Analyse | Analysis Setup | Report | 

Override Analysis Menu Markers to set one of these modes as default 
 

Analysis Customisation 

Choose Analyse | Analysis Setup, or the Analysis Setup toolbar icon    

SpO2 Analysis Setup  

Dip Definitions  

 

 SpO2 cut-off for analysis 

Select the cut-off value: the level below which the data will not be included in the 

analysis. 

 Dip definition (1) / (2) / (3) 

Enter the saturation dip (in %) value: greater than which the oxygen saturation needs to 

drop from the last peak value to constitute a dip. To enable the calculation of definitions 2 

and 3 tick the boxes left of Dip definition (2) and/or Dip definition (3). 
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Plot Options / other 

 

          Lowest SpO2 recording to plot 
Enter value lower than which will not be plotted, but will still be analysed. 

 Maximum time to plot 

Select the value used as the maximum value for the vertical axis of the frequency 

histogram plot. 
 Auto adjust frequency graph 

Set the vertical axis to automatically adjust to the maximum rather than using the 

Maximum time value  

 Plot SpO2 mean 

Tick this option to plot the mean value as a dotted horizontal line on the chart screen. (The 

mean value calculation excludes values below the Cut-off point). 

 

 Time spent Perfusion less than  xx (Fill this option to give the percentage of the analysed 

period below a particular value) 

 

 Time spent SpO2 < xx%  ( 2 < xx < 100 ) 

Tick this option to give the percentage of the analysed period below a particular value 

 

 Display second (extended) SpO2 analysis page 

Tick this option to print a dip minima information page 
 

Results of applying new parameters 

 
 Dips: the total number of desaturations defined in Dip definition (1) 

 Dips/hr: total number of desaturations divided by the analysis period in hours 

 Mean Nadir: the mean of the lowest values found within each dip 

 Marker Mode: Full Study, Within or Outside Markers 

 
Apply:  Test and display the analysis immediately (these results are only visible, not saved)  
Reload: For reinstating theSpO2 analysis setup defaults. 
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Analyse | Analysis Setup | SpO2 
 

Pulse Rate Analysis Setup  

Rise Definitions 

 

 Pulse cut-off for analysis 

Select the cutoff value: the level below which the data will not be included in the analysis. 

 Rise definition 

Enter the amount (in bpm) by which pulse rate needs to increase to constitute a rise. Three 

possible rises can be calculated.To enable the calculation of definitions 2 and 3 tick the 

boxes left of Rise definition (2) and/or Rise definition (3). The default Rise definition (1) 

is 6 bpm. 
 

Plot Options 

 Highest pulse value to plot 
Select the value higher than which data will not be plotted, but will still be analysed. 

 Lowest pulse value to plot 
Select the value lower than which data will not be plotted, but will still be analysed. 

 Maximum time to plot 

Select the value used as the maximum value for the vertical axis of the pulse rate 

frequency graph. 

 Auto adjust frequency graph 

Set the vertical axis to automatically adjust to the maximum rather than using the 

Maximum time value  

 Plot Pulse mean 

Plot on the chart screen the mean value (the mean value calculation excludes values below 

the Pulse cutoff for analysis).  
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Analyse | Analysis Setup | Pulse Rate  

Results of applying new parameters 

 
Apply:  Test and display the analysis immediately (these results are only visible, not saved) 
Reload: For reinstating the Pulse Rate analysis setup defaults. 

 
 

 Pulse: Number of pulse rises defined in Rise definition (1) 

 Rises/hr: Number of pulse rises divided by the time in hours 

 Marker Mode: Full Study, Within or Outside Markers 

 

PCO2 analysis 

If the capnography device is set to mmHg, then the mmHg settings will apply, if in kPa then the 

kPa settings. (Each value entered in the input boxes is independent.) 

Peak Definitions 

 

 PCO2 (mmHg, kPa)  low and high cutoff for analysis 

Select the cutoff value: the level below which the data will not be included in the analysis. 
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Analyse | Analysis Setup | PCO2 

 

 

Time Spent 

 Time Spent with PCO2 < xx mmHg or kPa 

 Time Spent with PCO2 > xx mmHg or kPa 

Plot Options 

 

 Highest PCO2 value to plot ( mmHg or kPa) 
Select the value higher than which data will not be plotted, but will still be analysed. 

 Lowest PCO2 value to plot ( mmHg or kPa) 
Select the value lower than which data will not be plotted, but will still be analysed. 

 Maximum time to plot 

Select the value used as the maximum value for the vertical axis of the PCO2 frequency 

graph. 

 Auto adjust frequency graph 

Set the vertical axis to automatically adjust to the maximum rather than using the 

Maximum time value  

 Plot PCO2 mean 

Plot on the chart screen the mean value (the mean value calculation excludes values 

below the PCO2 cutoff for analysis). 

 
Apply:  Test and display the analysis immediately (these results are only visible, not saved) 
Reload: For reinstating the Pulse Rate analysis setup defaults. 
 

 

 Marker Mode: Full Study, Within or Outside Markers 
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Database Setup 

 The ability to export to up to 9 Access databases is built into the system. Database 

parameters are initially associated through „Analyse | Analysis Setup | Database‟ 

 When the association has been made, a Menu item eg „Extract Dips, PR to database‟ is 

defined. 

Clicking on the menu item then carries out the analysis and transfers the value(s) to the 

database. 

 

 

 

 

 
Database setup – showing the default database ‘Analysis results.mdb’ parameters 

 

Analysis Report Setup  

 

Hospital Address  

Enter the hospital or clinic details, telephone etc. for printing on the Report. 
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Analyse | Analysis Setup Report 

 

The report may be customisable by Stowood Scientific Instruments to the individual hospital 

requirements. It is recommended that the hospital does not carry out customisation due to the 

complexity of the report generator and the number of possible parameters. 

 

Analysis Report Menu: Lines to be included in the analysis menu can be chosen as Menu Items 

1-9. The standard report ( VDL_Report Default.fr3) is the Analysis Report template.  

Note that the text in the Menu Item is editable and needs to be associated with the actual choice 

of template.   

 

Report Options 

Select by ticking: 

 Plot graphs using channel colours (un-tick for black & white printers)  

 Print monitor events on chart printout ie device generated events 

 Use shaded heading boxes 

 Plot dip and rise analysis on plots as bold colours at detection start and end 

 Print analysis events on chart printout ie analysis generated events 

 Use shaded histographs  

 
Shaded Histograph 

 

 Auto scale 12/24 hour graphs 

 Hours to plot per page 
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Additional Options 

Allows the setting of the Start of Day and SpO2 Target Range for Specified Range Analysis. 

 

Report Markers 

Select Override Analysis Menu Markers to override as default that set in Analysis Setup, 

either:   

Full Study, Within Markers or Outside Markers. 

 

Data Options: Exclude Selected events 

Works in conjunction with Event | Insert Edit events to stop the analysis of where selected events 

are detected eg low perfusion. 

Use with care as this can exclude real events  
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Analyses: 
There are two plots shown on the analysis page. On the left is the Interval Frequency Histogram (the vertical axis is set in Setup, 
either as a fixed value e.g. 2.00.00 (hh.mm.ss), or as auto-adjust.) On the right hand side is a Cumulative distribution graph. 

 

The horizontal axis of the saturation graph is the user setting for the lower value -100. The 

horizontal axis of the Pulse Rate /PCO2 is between the values set for plotting the Pulse 

rate/PCO2 in the Analysis Setup | Pulse Rate/PCO2 | dialogue boxes. 
 

Analysing data 

General parameters for saturation, and pulse rate analysis 

 
 

 Mean  (the average) of the all the analysed values 

 Median  the value below which 50% of the points fall 

 Duration of Recording  of the Full study 

 Marker Mode   either Full Study, Within or Outside (the Markers) 

 Analysis Interval   the time interval to be analysed, (Sum of Total time 

Analysed and Total time Missed). 

 Total time analysed   the time interval which has been analysed, based on the 

marker mode 

 Total time missed  the time interval which has not been analysed (may include 

a period of motion artefact as well as below the cutoff) 

 <(Cutoff Value) Period below cutoff as chosen in the setup 

 Events Rejected Period excluded due to events 

Parameters for the SpO2 Analysis 

 
 

 5th/ 95th percentile the lowest and highest 5% of the data (also drawn on the plots) 

 Dips  dips calculated from a moving baseline, the % required to 

constitute a dip may be defined by the user (see above). 

 Dips /hour number of dips/ analysed period 

 Mean nadir  mean of the lowest saturation level in dips. 

 Min Dip SpO2 lowest saturation level in a dip. 

 Delta Index a measure of variability in the data: see below 

 Rapid Resaturation Index See below 

 Rapid Desaturation Index  See below 

 Time spent SpO2< xx% as defined in „Analysis Setup‟ 

 Perfusion Mean/SD mean & SD 

 Time spent perfusion <xx% the period (time interval) and % of analysed time 

 Time spent < 98%   the period (time interval) and % of analysed time 

        etc with 2% bins  

 SpO2 Minima the values and times of the lowest values in separate dips. 

Parameters for the PCO2 Analysis  
 

 5th/95th percentile the lowest and highest 5% of the data (also drawn on the plots) 

 Max PCO2  The highest PCO2 value 

 Time of Max time of occurrence 

 Min PCO2  The lowest PCO2 value 
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 Time of Min time of occurrence 

 Time spent below xx as defined in „Analysis Setup‟ 

 Heating power Mean/Standard Deviation 

 Sensor Temperature Mean/Min/Max 

 

 Time spent < 10mmHg (1kPa)  the period (time interval) and % of analysed time 

        etc with 10mmHg (2kPa) bins 

 Time spent >= 10mmHg (1kPa)            the period (time interval) and % of analysed time 

        etc with 10mmHg (2kPa) bins  

 
 PCO2 Minima                                      the values and times of the lowest values in separate dips. 

 PCO2 Maxima                       the values and times of the highest values in separate rises  

Combined Frequency Report 

The Combined Frequency Report is a concise summary of specific PCO2, SpO2 and pulse rate 

information both graphically and numerically. 

 
 

Delta Index  

 

This is an index of variability in the oximetry trace. In the references, oxygen saturation values 

stored at 12 second intervals from oximeters were summed, and the absolute sum, divided by the 

total number of samples was calculated as the Delta Index. 

 
The  oximeters used by the authors store the lowest value in the preceeding 12 second period unless it is lower than 80% of the 
mean of the rest of the values. („Lowest value rule‟) 

 

For the same oximeter the algorithm is implemented exactly as described in the paper. For other 

oximeters, the data is mapped to a 12 second rate using digital interpolation, with the „lowest 

value rule‟ applied. To the data points: a „lead in‟ time of 12 seconds is used. 

 

A second, oximeter specific „delta index‟ using the sampling rate of the oximeter e.g. 5 seconds, 

is also calculated.  

 

References: Levy P., Pepin JL., Deshaux-Blanc C., Paramelle B., and Brambilla C,  „Accuracy of 

Oximetry for Detection of Respiratory Disturbances in Sleep Apnea Syndrome‟ Chest  

1996:109: 395-99. 

Pepin JL., Levy P., Lepaulle B, Brambilla C and Guilleminault C. „Does Oximetry Contribute to 

the detection of Apneic Events? Mathematical Processing of the SaO2 Signal.‟ Chest 1991 99 

1151-57. 

 

Rapid Desaturation and Resaturation Indices 

 

These indices are methods of analysing the saturation data. 

 

Rapid increases in oximetry have been shown to correlate closely with polysomnography in 

obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome (Rauscher et al.). In the reference, oximetry was carried out 

using a Minolta Pulsox-7 oximeter. This calculated the mean value over 7 seconds, and every 

five seconds stores the saturation value digitally within the recorder. After download, these 

values are available to the analysis software. 
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Rapid resaturations (RES) - were defined as increases of SaO2 of 3% or more within 10 second 

periods. Desaturations, (DESAT) - defined as decreases of 4% or more within 40 seconds were 

also determined. 

 

To avoid multiple counting of events, after a resaturation has been detected the software 

searched for the highest point within the next 15 seconds, after which it could then determine the 

next event. Similarly, following a desaturation event it searched for 30 seconds for the minimum 

value before it could detect the next desaturation. 

 

The Rapid Resaturation Index (RDIR) is the number of RES/Hr of analysis, and the Rapid 

Desaturation Index (RDID) is the number of DESATs /Hr of analysis. (we will need to adjust for 

the exact recording time in minutes) 

 

In the current software implementation of the Rauscher algorithms, data points: a „lead in‟ time 

of 10 seconds should be used. The indices are then also calculated on an event/hr basis. 
 

For oximeters other than the Pulsox-7, which may store values at higher or lower rates, the 

desaturation is „mapped‟ to a 5 second rate using simple digital interpolation, and the same 

algorithm is applied. (We cannot adjust for the oximeter internal averaging period.) 

 

Reference: Rauscher H, Popp W, and Zwick H. Quantification of sleep disordered breathing by 

computerised analysis of oximetry, heart rate and snoring. Eur Respir J 1991 4 655-659 

Parameters for the Pulse Rate Analysis 

 Mode  the most frequently found pulse rate 

 Standard Deviation (the square root of the variance) -a variability index  

 Pulse Rises >xx pulse rises above the background.   

 Rises/ hr  the average hourly pulse rise rate 

 Motion Artefact if recorded by the oximeter 

 Pulse Rate Minima &  the 10 lowest pulse rates (not adjoining) 

 Maxima the 10 highest pulse rates (not adjoining) 
 

 

The Analysis screen  

After running an analysis, the first page of the report is visible.  From here all pages can be displayed, by clicking the toolbar icon 

‘Thumbnails’  
 

Individual pages can be selected on the left side of the page, and the controls on the toolbar can 

be used to zoom. 

 

Reports can be saved, exported to different formats, printed, and sent by email from this screen. 

 

To exit the report screen, click on the „Close‟ button. 
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The Report Screen (The blue ‘NHS’ is an example of a logo that can be inserted in a Report) 

Exporting RTF Reports to Word and OpenOffice.org Writer readable format 

These programmes work with rft files which the Report generator can export and they can then 

be annotated using Word or OpenOffice.org Writer eg addition of comments..  

 

Run the report using the DL3_Report_Default_RTF1.fr3 template  

From the Report Preview,  After the report appears click on the fourth icon from the left 'Export' 

and choose RTF file  

In the dialogue box tick the 'open after export'  

Then choose the folder to save it to and give it an appropriate name ending in .rtf. 

 

It should export and open Word and show the report  

 

On the first page is the Comments section which can be written into by the clinician.  

 

1) light grey lines visible BUT these are not printed.  

2) As in some of the existing release templates there are problems steps in the tables, - these can 

be changed by modifying the templates  and removing the surrounding boxes..  

  

Ending the programme 

 

To exit the programme click File | Exit 

This closes the opened documents. A „Save Changes?‟ box will appear for each changed, 

unsaved document, and the application will then be closed. 
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System for downloading and printing very simple reports 

When Use Simple report is chosen in Setup Wizard | Advanced,  the user can perform a simple 

step-by step download, analysis and produce a very simple report, and choosing by tick boxes 

which pages to print. 

 

Step 1: Enter the Patient Details 

Open the software,  

Choose the device to be downloaded (eg P300i)  

Enter the patient‟s Surname, first name and more in the tabs Patient, Medical, Extra Details (or 

Load an Existing patient) 

 

 
Appearance after patient information is entered 

Step 2 Choose the pages to be printed 

Click on the Setup tab and choose the pages to be printed in the report.  

 

The folder where the data will be saved as set up in Setup Wizard | Advanced is shown – or an 

alternative can be selected using the drop down box. 

 

Tick “Auto Print after Downloading” which will mean both analysis and print will be performed. 

 

 
Choosing the report pages to be printed with the Setup tab 
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 Click on Download to get the list of recordings stored on the oximeter 

 

 

Step 3 Choose the recordings and print the report 

Highlight the required recording(s) and click on the Download button to save the highlighted 

recording(s) to the computer 

 

 
Showing the recordings stored on the oximeter  

 

 
Examples of pages that may be printed 

NOTE: Reports as usual can be produced from the saved data using Review and Analysis  

Step 4 Delete the recording from the device 

It is good practise to delete the recordings on the oximeter – by returning to Download and using 

the Clear Memory button for oximeters that allow the software to do so or from the oximeter‟s 

own operating system when this is not possible. This speeds up the download and removes the 

possibility of choosing the wrong recording.  
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Clear Memory warning 
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Patient Details: Entering and Editing 

To change the patient name stored with the current recording, (as displayed on the top of the 

Chart screen) choose Edit | Patient Details which gives a three tab dialogue box, the first tab 

showing Patient Details 

 

 
Edit | Patient Details | Patient Details 
 

 The first 22 characters in the Surname box are visible. 

 Plain text may be entered in the Comments box whenever the dialogue box is opened. 

 Body Mass Index is calculated from the metric Height and Weight data 
 A subset of this data appears in „Patient Details‟ in the „Recordings Open‟ dialogue box. 

 

Save using the Save button. 

The surname is the name displayed in the title bar. It is updated in the Open dialogue box after 

being saved.  

 

NHS Number 

The Department of Health requires the NHS number to be entered and if possible verified, as per 

DSC Notice 32/2008 (December 2008) and shown on each onscreen and printed page. 

 

This can be activated by ticking “Use NHS Number” under the Advanced tab in Setup Wizard 
The numbers include a check digit so that in general, incorrect values cannot be entered and are required to show the 
verification status. An example number is 401 023 2137, and this may be entered with or without the spaces.   

Medical Details 

Using the second tab enter Medical Details, i.e. 

 

Referring Physician, Health Authority 

GP details 
 

Extra Patient Details 

 
The third tab: Extra Patient Details are 16 boxes, with configurable text lines, set in Edit | Label details. Here the configurable 
texts are Pre Visit 1 etc 
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Edit | Patient Details | Extra Patient Details 

Editing the Labels  

 
In the Edit | Label details dialogue box „New Label‟ fields enter your own labels. The new labels may be applied to the current 
recording (file) and become the default if changes are saved on exit from the recording. 

 

 
Edit | Label Details 
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Montages 

The Chart screen can be changed to have traces with different combinations of screen position, 

amplitude range, colours, etc. by choosing a Montage.  There can be five montages defined, M1 

to M5. 
 

To apply a montage 

- Click the montage icon M on the Tool Bar, highlight and click the required montage 

 
 

Select Edit | Edit Montages to edit a montage 

The Montage tab shows the montage (1 - 5) currently being edited. The current definitions are retrieved and displayed in the 
dialogue box. The right hand side values (Heading etc) are those of the highlighted channel. 

 
 

Edit | Edit Montages 

 
 

 Clicking the „Current‟ button loads the settings from the currently opened screen into 

the selected montage. 

 Clicking Save causes the montage to be validated and then saved. 

 Cancel abandons any changes and closes the dialogue box. 

 
Note the Montage data is saved to C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\Stowood\Visi-Download\Montage.ini 
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Markers 

 

Select Marker | Insert All Channels Marker or its toolbar icon to mark with the mouse cursor 

(click, drag and drop) periods for inclusion or exclusion from saving, export, and analysis. 

 

Select Marker | Insert Single Channel Markers or its toolbar icon to mark periods on a single 

channel 

 

 
    Marker |  

 

Select Marker | Markers… to numerically enter new All Channel markers, e.g. from a patient 

diary, and existing ones to be edited and annotated. Markers previously entered graphically can 

also be annotated and edited. 

 
Marker | Markers | New Marker 

 

Select Marker | Goto (Previous/ Next) options when there are markers already inserted, use the 

Marker |  Show Markers  to show or hide markers with Marker | Show annotations for 

annotations. 
 

Select the right hand mouse button when in normal viewing mode (no Marker insert selected) to 

numerically edit or delete both All Channel and Single Channel markers.  
 

For example, the first part of the recording during arterialisation may be removed using the All 

Channel Marker 
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Events 

On the Ruler, after an analysis has been performed, the events which have been detected can be 

seen.  

 

Chart screen Ruler  
In the example above the desaturations are shown in red, and the pulse rate rises in blue below 

the desaturations on the ruler. 

On the Chart screen select Event | Insert/Edit Events or the toolbar icon   to mark or edit 

analysis events. Events appear after analyses shown as horizontal bars below the appropriate 

channel and can be added or modified by the user:  

 

Select Event | Display/ edit event definitions to view/ edit/ add event definitions. 

 
Event | Display/ Edit Event Definitions  

 

 
Events marked under the channel on the Chart screen  

 

To create a new event type, enter an event name and click on the Add button. This new event 

will appear in the „Events‟ box, and it should then be highlighted and associated with one of the 

„Available Channels‟ by crossing the appropriate box. The Event Colour may be chosen. It can 

be included or removed from the default set by clicking on the Delete button(s). 
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Events marked on the traces on the Chart screen 

 
 

Click on the Insert/ Edit events icon  to show the events as bars over the Chart which can be 

edited using the mouse. Their height and width are adjusted to show the event trigger points. 

 
Chart after the Insert/ Edit events icon has been clicked 

 

The event information (yellow box) appears when the mouse is positioned over the bottom bar of 

an event and held steady. The events can be moved, or their boundaries altered using the left 

mouse button, dragging and dropping, or deleted using the right mouse button on the main body 

of the event. 

 

 
Insert Event palette, Pulse Rise highlighted for inserting into chart 
 

New events can be inserted in an area where there are no overlapping events by highlighting an 

event type on the Insert Event palette, and marking them on the Chart with the left mouse button.  

 

When events have been changed, the data can be reanalysed with Analyse | Display analysis 

using edited events. 
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Printing 

Print Window 

Select File | Print Window to print the current page 
 

or Click on the Print Window icon   in the toolbar  

 

The options in Print Setup are used and it is recommended that you check these first. 

Print 

Select File | Print to print the current active document  
 

 
File | Print 

 

Select the options 
 

 In the Views box the channels to be printed by clicking in the box (a cross means that the 

signal will be printed). 

 In the Analyses box the analysis(es) to be printed. 

 In the Intervals box the time interval which will be displayed on each page 

 Full study to print the full study,    

 Display Interval to print the interval displayed  

 Time per Page, use the scroll bar, and highlight the interval to be printed on each page. 

 The Printer button accesses File | Print Setup  
 

File | Print Setup  

The Print Setup dialogue box is supplied by the installed printer.  
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Saving, Combining, Importing and Exporting data 

Most of the File menu items become available when a recording is open, or has been modified, 

but are otherwise greyed out. 

Open and Close 

Opening has been covered above. 

To close the document click on the option File | Close,  
 

 

NOTE: Close all the opened documents, with Window | Close All. 
 

Close Workpad File 

The Workpad is a document, which holds the analyses, patient details, events etc. It is associated 

with a recording, but is saved separately. Workpad files have extensions wp0, wp1 etc. 

Save 

To Save after a change has occurred click on File | Save  
 

Save As 

Use Save As to save all / part of a currently open file as another file.   

 
 

File | Save As  

 

Title Enter a new patient name if required 

New File delete the asterisk * before .dat and insert the new filename  

If you select a filename of a file that already exists, you will be prompted to overwrite the 

existing file with the current file. 

 

Folder - select the directory where you want to store the new file. 

Channels to save check one or more channels 

Markers 
If there are no markers, Within markers and Outside markers will be greyed. 

If markers are present, select to save the data for the Full study, Within markers, or Outside 

markers. 
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If you select Within markers and there is more than one marker present the data between 

markers will be padded with zeros 

If you select Outside markers, the data within the markers will be padded with zeros. 

 

Save To 

Allows the user to save the recording to another drive, or memory stick. 

Export 

To „export‟ data or a subset of the data in a format that can be used in a spreadsheet, or another 

analysis package. 

 
 

File | Export 

 
List Files of Type:    

 ASCII or „text format‟ arranges the data in columns according to channel, separated 

with a single space.  The first part of the file forms a header, see below, the first few lines 

(depending on how many channels were saved) contain information about each channel, 

chan1 is the data in column one, chan2 column two and so on. 

 

Chan  1: Saturation                      Sampled at every xx seconds 

Chan  2: Pulse                             Sampled at every xx seconds 

97  86  

97  86 etc. 

 

Following the header is the actual data, the number of columns will vary depending on how 

many channels were saved. 

 DIF (Data Interchange Format), commonly used in spreadsheet programs, such as 

Microsoft Excel™. 

 European Data Format, usually have a .edf extension and was defined by Kemp et al 

1992 „A simple format for exchange of digitised polygraphic recordings E & Clin 

Neurophysiol 82 (1992) 391-393. http://www.hsr.nl/edf/edf_spec.htm 

 Directories - shows the directory where you will store the new file. 

 The box allows navigation. 

 Drives - select the drive where you want to store the new file. 

 Channels to save check one or more channels 
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 Markers 
If there are no markers, Within markers and Outside markers will be greyed. 

If markers are present, select to save the data for the Full study, Within markers, or 

Outside markers. 

If you select Within markers and there is more than one marker present the data 

between markers will be padded with zeros 

If you select Outside markers, the data within the markers will be padded with zeros. 
 

Continuity - normally each data record represents a discrete time interval and time can be 
calculated using a simple count of the records, however, if you export data from within markers or 
outside markers, there will be gaps in the data. Continuity deals with these gaps; the Keep time 
option means that the gaps are filled with zeros and thus the time interval is kept, the Lose time 
option means that the gaps are not filled and thus the time interval is lost.  

Export a Recording to an Access Database 

Allows the user to associate databases with the software, and export patient information, analysis 

results etc to them. 

 

In order to export information to a database: 

 You must have created a MS Access database to use (.mdb file) 

 Set up a table with the relevant fields 

 Field names must not contain spaces 

 There should be no primary key. A good idea is to use patient ID as the ID, set to 

„indexed‟ but allowing duplicates. 

 

 

Analyse | Analysis Setup | Database 1 

A list of the fields you can link to the database and the type of field they should be defined as in 

the database can be found in Appendix A of this manual. 

 

Export Using FTP 

Select this to upload a recording to a server using FTP (File Transfer Protocol). The server 

settings can be defined when clicking the FTP button:  

The files will be uploaded to a directory named „Data‟ in the root of the FTP filespace. 
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FTP details after clicking FTP button 

 

 

Send a Recording via eMail 

Allows the user to email a recording, using an email account which has been set up in File | 

Setup Wizard 

 
 

Import 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THE ORIGINAL .DAT FILE BE BACKED UP BEFORE USING THIS 

OPTION 

 

Select Import to import data into Visi-Download. The data should either be a text .txt, EDF 

(European Data Format) or an Actiwatch file (Cambridge Neurotechnology). EDF files is an 

option if no files are open 

  

For text files the following format is required: 

Dd/mm/yyyy 

Hh:mm:ss 

RECS_PER_SECOND (or SECONDS_PER_REC) 

Nn 

A 

B 
C  

where the date is Dd/mm/yyyy. 

the time is Hh:mm:ss (24 hour clock) 

RECS_PER_SECOND means that the following number Nn represents the number of samples 

per second  

SECONDS_PER_REC means that the following number Nn represents the number of seconds 

between each sample. 

A, B, C represents the single data stream as one column 

Event markers can be entered by interposing a space followed by a capital M next to a number 

 

The data is picked up from the chosen file (date, time, duration and sample rate) and the entry 

boxes in the Import box allow the correction of the data entry for date, and time. The channel 

heading and units are entered e.g. Saturation and Pulse Rate. 
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For Actiwatch .awd and awf files the patient ID, duration of the recording, sample rate age and 

sex are displayed automatically. 

Data may also be imported into a new file. 

 
File | Import 

 

Combine Files 

 
Select File | Combine files to combine two or more Visi-Download recordings and save as 

another file. 

 
File | Combine Files 

 

 Files - select the files you want to combine by clicking on the first file and then, whilst 

holding the Ctrl key, click on the other files you wish to combine. 

 New file‟s time shows start time, date and duration.  Time between files is padded with 

zeros and the file duration increased accordingly.   

 New Name - enter the title for the new file. 

 Combined Filename – choose the filename for the new file   

Dump (Export) Patient information 
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File | Dump patient info 

 

Select Dump patient info to export into an ASCII text file the basic patient and medical details 

along with any analyses performed. The format is shown in Appendix A  

The first line is the list of data exported, with inverted commas delineating each, followed on the 

next lines by the data, using a new line for each analysis. 

  

Delete (a recording, analysis) and Delete Workpad 

 

Click on the option File | Delete to delete an „opened‟ recording or analysis or the toolbar icon Delete  

  
 
Recordings are sent to the Recycle bin from whence they may be recovered, but analyses (which may be recalculated) are 
deleted unless they are saved as a Workpad file. 

Properties: (Information about the recording) 

Select File | Properties to show information about the recording: includes the Title (name of the patient), start date and time of 
the recording, duration, source, averaging time and sampling rate of the different signals. 
 

 
  

Window Menu 

 

 Select the Cascade option to arrange opened documents (recordings or analyses) so that their 

title bars (containing names) are visible: 
 

 Select the Tile option to tile vertically opened documents so that they are visible. 

 
 Select the Arrange Icons option to place/ arrange the minimised documents (as icons) into 

rows at the bottom of the current screen  

 
 Select the Close All option to close the open documents (a save dialogue box will appear for 

each unsaved one). 
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List of opened documents  

This section in the Windows menu displays the open documents in the order they were opened with the active document ticked.  
 

Simple and Advanced Modes 

Visi-Download can be operated in Simple or Advanced modes for the limited or sophisticated 

user respectively.  

Switching is by use of the File menu before a recording is opened, directly from Advanced to 

Simple mode or vice versa through the Setup Wizard (which allows password protection). 

File | Simple Mode 

 

Advanced vs. Simple Mode features 

 

Advanced 

Mode: All features are enabled 
Toolbar in Advanced Mode 
 

Simple Mode: 

 File menu: Open, Close, Save As, Save To, Delete (Optional), Print features,  

 Communicate menu: Chosen devices 

 Edit: Patient details, Start Time, Email details 

 View: Graph. Fit Views to screen 

 Event: Insert/Edit Events 

 Analyse: As set in Setup Wizard 

 Help: Contents, About 
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The features that are made available in the Simple Mode may be customisable for the OEM from the set of 
those available in the Advanced Mode. 

Toolbar in Simple Mode  

The Setup Wizard 

 

An icon for running Visi-Download is created on the desktop by the installation. The first time 

the programme is started, the Setup Wizard will be run The software installer may use this to set 

up the defaults.  

It can later be accessed to make changes e.g. to the devices supported using the choice File | 

Setup Wizard prior to a recording being opened or after a recording is closed.  

The Setup Wizard can be password protected if required. 

 

 
Setup Wizard showing Hardware choices 
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Setup Wizard „Report‟ tab  
Note that the default reports are changed using the Edit function, but can be saved as other files 

and included as menu items 3, 4 etc  
 

The Additional Options section allows the setting of the Start of Day and SpO2 Target Range for 

tabular analysis  

 

Setting the SpO2 target range 

The 3 columns (< lower than target range, within, > than target range can be adjusted to suit the 

study centre aims. The integer values are changed and saved in the same box. 

 Showing events on the printout 

The two tickboxes „Print Monitor and Print analysis events on chart printout‟ should be ticked if 

it is required to show the events under the traces on the chart printouts. 

Advanced tab: 

Allows change of language, data folders, custom labels etc 

 

The ‘Advanced’ tab showing file location options etc. 
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The Six Minute Walk Test 

 

Most oximeters have the option to download as a 6 Minute Walk test.  

 

If you do not see the „Type of recording‟ option in the standard download box when 

downloading the data, or have previously downloaded the data as a standard recording, start with 

section 1-B. 

 

1-A Downloading as a walk test 

Choose the 6 Minute Walk Test when you download and save the data under one of the Walk 

Test types. 

 

 
Standard download box, Main tab 

 

The Extra Patient details tab is then changed to 6 Min Walk Test , Incremental Shuttle Walk Test 

or Endurance Shuttle Walk Test as appropriate.  

1-B Changing a downloaded recording from Standard to 6 min walk test 

If you have already downloaded the data as a standard file type, this step is required to change it 

to a Walk test type. 

 

Open the recording,  

Choose Edit | Edit Recording type and change from Standard to 6 min walk test 

Then Choose Edit | Label Details,  data should be entered in the input boxes, beginning with 

“Test #” and ending with “Other symptoms-end” (except the final box which should be left 

blank). Then select “Apply to file” and click on OK. 
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Six min walk test labels  

This will modify the Edit |Patient details | Extra Details and insert the labels  

2. Enter the data in the data entry box to get them saved with the recording. 

 

 
6 Min Walk Test data entry box 

3. Mark the Resting and End of Test periods 

Resting Period and End of Test events are auto-inserted if 6MWT selected during downloading. 

 

If modification is needed, before running the 6 Min Walk test report Choose Event | Insert/Edit 

events 

 

Click and drag on the main screen to select the Resting Period. This is typically a few minutes 

long. 
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Marking the Resting Period 

 

Mark the ending period 'end of test' with an event (to allow calculation of end test values) – the 

duration must be a minimum of 1 second. 

 

 
Marking the End of Test 

Click again on  Event  | Insert/Edit Event to close the Insert Event dialogue box 

4. Removing the Dip and Pulse Rate Rise markings which are not required in walk tests 

NOTE THAT THIS WILL NEED TO BE REINSTATED FOR “ORDINARY” RECORDINGS 

Choose Event | Display/Edit Event Definitions - Dip is highlighted. 

 

 
Event | Display/ Edit Event Definitions 
 

Under Available Channels on the right, remove the cross for Saturation  
Now highlight Rise and remove the cross for Pulse 
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5. Run the 6 Minute Walk Test Report 

 

The Six Minute Walk Test template needs to be chosen as a Menu Item in Analyse | Analysis 

Setup | Report  

 

 
Analyse | Analysis Setup | Report dialogue box.  

 

A default setting for a Menu Item (eg Item 4 which is SpMet Analysis) can be changed to run the 

Six Minute Walk Test by default. 
 

Press the Browse button parallel to Menu Item 4 to bring up the FR3 dialogue box.  

The Six Minute Walk Test template is 6MWT_1.fr3, in the (default) Reports\1 folder. 

 

 
Dialogue box when Browse is chosen.  

 

Highlight 6MWT_1.fr3 then press OK, or simply double-click on it. This returns you to the 

Report tab, where under Menu item 4 it should now show C:\...\6MWT_1.fr3 in blue. 

Change the text in the box alongside Menu Item 4 to Six Minute Walk Test, and select Save. 
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Edited menu item 4 reads Six Minute Walk Test 

 

The  Six Minute Walk Test will be shown from the Analyse drop-down menu  and will generate 

a Walk Test-specific report. 

 
 

The report will show the entered values and recording on one page. 

 
 

Installation and setup of software and hardware 

Basic Requirements 

Computer running Microsoft Windows Xp or Windows Vista 

CD reader for installation by CD. 

Serial port/USB for connection to device 

SVGA (at least 1024 x 768) display and monitor. 
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Delivery Package 

 

The Visi-Download installation package contains: 

 

► One CD disk containing the installation program, manual and files.  

► Optional Security Key  

► It may also contain a PC interface cable 

 

Note: If you wish to add other devices to this program, please contact Stowood 

Installing Visi-Download software 

 

Visi-Download Licensing 

 

Instead of a hardware licence key, Visi-Download normally uses an electronic software key 

„ElecKey‟. The software can be installed on a single computer. To use Visi-Download after the 

demo period a registration ID is sent to Stowood and the returned „Licence key‟ number must be 

input to the computer - to „activate‟ it.  

 

The installation disk enables you to install Visi-Download and use the demo mode of the 

software for up to 30 days. The demo mode is identical to the standard, licensed mode except 

that there is a limit of 12 downloads that can be performed by the software. 

 

The installation program in Win XP and Win 7 (32 bit) creates the target directory C:\Program 

Files\ Visi-Download for the Visi-Download programme plus a data directory in C:\Documents 

and Settings\All Users\Application Data\Stowood\ Visi-Download.  All the program files are 

copied to the target directory, and an example data file is copied to the data subdirectory. In 

Windows 7 (64 bit) the directories are C:\Program Files (X86)\Visi-Download and C:\Program 

Data\Stowood\Visi-Download\Data 

To Install:  

 

 Make sure Windows is running. . Administrative rights are normally required to allow 

software to be installed. 

 Insert the CD containing the installation program into the CD drive – the installation program 

should start automatically (if the installation does not start automatically - select the Run option 

from the Start button menu and type (CD drive letter): setup.exe e.g. D: setup.exe). 

 Follow onscreen directions 

 The installation will initially start in English but offer language options. (Choice of a language is 

for installation purposes - If a user wishes to change language at some time later that is allowed in 

the programme, but he/she should also change the reports languages).  

You may first need to remove any version of Visi-Download if installed previously. Follow the 

on-screen instructions to their conclusion and exit from the installer, then reinsert the CD. 

 

In the installation you are given the choice of “Use hardware key”. This should only be ticked if a 

hardware USB key has been supplied. If this is present after the software has been installed there is 

no need to request a license from Stowood. 
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Upon completion the installation program will add a new item to the Start | Programs menus called 

Visi-Download, and give access to Visi-Download Help.  

 

The software may require a computer reboot after installation. 
  

Uninstalling Visi-Download  

To uninstall the program use the Add/Remove Programs icons in the Control Panel. 

In Win-7 the option is „Uninstall a program‟ 

If you wish to change language 

Run the programme. When the initial screen appears, choose the menu item 

File/Fichier/Datei/Archivo/Bestand | Language/Langage/Sprache/Idioma/Lingua/Taal  

Click on the open circle for the chosen language, and click on OK. The programme will restart in 

the desired language. This will then become the default language for the software. 

 

[If the installation does not automatically run when the disk is inserted, go into the folder My 

Computer, click the Explore option and then double-left-click on the icon named setup.exe.]  

 

An icon should appear on the main desktop, named Visi-Download. Double-click on this to start 

the program.  

 

The Visi-Download licence dialogue box enables registration of the program. It shows the 

Registration ID which is an unique code generated for the particular computer and allows you to 

enter a license key number in its second box. Your distributor or Stowood will have provided 

you with the delivery number – see above  which allows us to see in our records what devices the 

licence should cover, and how it was shipped. 
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To obtain the license key, email the institution name, laboratory and Registration ID, together 

with the Delivery number to sales@stowood.co.uk who will send the license key in reply.  

 

eg. “Holy Trinity Hospital, Lung Function Lab, Tucuman, Argentina 

We have recently bought a copy of Download from San Miguel Co 

The computer‟s Registration ID is 5YUGN368WUYNQFHI 

The Delivery number is 11234, and it is for Konica Minolta oximetry” 

 

If you do not have a Delivery number first contact your distributor, or if you did not buy through 

a distributor, email Stowood at the email address above or by „phone on +44 1865 358860 to 

find out how to obtain the Delivery Number  

 

Once you have input the license key, hit Confirm License Key and Visi-Download will finish 

loading. 

 
 

You should now be able to run the complete version of the software. 

 

 

Transferring the Visi-Download License from one computer to another. 

 

This process will deactivate Visi-Download on the first computer. 

Install Visi-Download from the CD onto the second computer. When you first run the program, 

it will give the option of either running in demo mode or registering. You will be shown a 

Registration ID, which you must record. (Do not confuse the letter O with the number zero 0.) 

 

 
 

Run the Visi-Download program on the first computer. With all files closed, from the menu 

screen open Help on the menu bar, then Transfer License.  

 

mailto:sales@stowood.co.uk
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Confirm you are sure you wish to continue. On the next screen, enter the Registration ID from 

the second computer into the top input box. At the point when you click on Generate new 

LicenseKey, the Visi-Download software will be deactivated on the first computer.  

 

 
 

A new code will be displayed on the first computer in the box labelled LicenseKey for new PC. 

EXIT ONLY AFTER YOU HAVE SUCCESSFULLY ACTIVATED THE SECOND 

COMPUTER‟S COPY OF VISI-DOWNLOAD as a mistake in transferring the correct 

LicenseKey will mean that the software on the second computer will not activate and the first 

computer will revert to demo mode with no days left - and thus will not run until a new licence 

key is purchased and entered. (In order to prevent unlicensed multiple installations the only 

possibility is to purchase another license.) 

 

 
 

Input this new code into the box labelled License Key on the second computer and hit Confirm 

license key. Visi-Download will now be active on the second computer, and you may exit the 

program on the first. 

 

Upgrading the version of Visi-Download 

Visi-Download can function with a wide range of oximeters, Radiometer endtidal and 

transcutaneous (Tina and Tosca series), Sentec and Capnocheck capnometers, as well as 

Stowood‟s Divided Attention Steering Simulator (DASS) Visi-3, and the Grey Flash. 

 

The devices require licensing; the current licences are displayed and can be added to using the 

Upgrade facility. (Help | Upgrade Licence)  

 

 
 

The new Licence Key is available in the same manner as for the original, by sending the 

Registration ID and quoting the delivery number to our email address. 
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Standards  

Safety and effectiveness 

For use following consultation with a physician. The accuracy of the software is dependent upon 

the conformance and correct operation of the device as detailed in the operating manual. 

Indications for use 

Visi-Download is a software programme, which provides clinicians with the ability to collect, 

edit and analyse trend data made by devices. 

 

It retrieves Oxygen Saturation, and Pulse Rate recordings and provides general functions that are 

not intended to diagnose any specific disease. 

 

Visi-Download may be used to retrieve the stored results of the measurement by the device 

during patient monitoring.  

User Responsibility 

The user of the product has the responsibility for the correct installation and maintenance of the 

software, and the sole responsibility for any malfunction which arises from improper use, faulty 

maintenance, improper alteration, or damage by anyone other than Stowood Scientifics‟ 

authorised service personnel. 

In particular, the manufacturers are not responsible for any malfunction caused by conflicting 

software. 

Warnings and contra-indications  

It is specifically required that the results be reviewed and interpreted by a clinician. 

The accuracy of the recording and analyses may be affected by the position of the transducer and 

condition of the subject as well as the recording device.  

Standards compliance  

Stowood Scientific Visi-Download meets EN 60601-1-1 and EN 60601-1-4. It is in risk category 

Class II according to the EC Council Directive 2007/47/EC. 

Symbols 

CE: The CE mark on this product denotes conformity with the EC Council Directives 93/42/EEC 

2007/47/EC. concerning medical devices. 

Specifications 

Measurement  None inherent, measurements are made by the monitor. 

Range   Saturation 0-100%. 

   Pulse Rate 0-250 bpm. 

Accuracy   as data provided 

Operating Conditions not applicable 

Storage Conditions  not applicable 

Power   not applicable 

Dimensions  typically 20Mb 

Standards  EN 60601-1-1  

Manufacturer’s Address 

Stowood Scientific Instruments 

Beckley 

Oxford OX3 9UP 
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United Kingdom 

Tel/Fax +44 (0)1865 35 8860  Website: www.stowood.com Email:  sales@stowood.co.uk 

 

http://www.stowood.com/
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Appendix A: Dump data 

The first line is the list of data exported, with inverted commas delineating each, followed on the 

next lines by the data, using a new line for each analysis e.g. 
 

"Filename" "Name" "Patient ID Number" "Sex" "Date of Birth" "Age" "Height" "Weight" 

"BMI" "Address1" "Address2" "City" "County" "Post Code / ZIP" "Tel(Home)" "Tel(Work)" 

"Comments" "Health Authority" "Referring Physician" "GP" "GP Address" "GP Address2" "GP 

City" "GP County" "GP Post Code / ZIP" "GP Tel" "Pre Visit 1" "Pre Visit 2" "Pre Visit 3" 

"Visit 4" "Visit 5" "Visit 6" "Visit 7" "Visit 8" "Hospital Check 1" "Hospital Check 2" "Hospital 

Check 3" "Hospital Check 4" "Hospital Check 5" "Hospital Check 6" "Hospital Check 7" 

"Hospital Check 8" "SpO2 Marker Mode" "SpO2 Time Analysed" "SpO2 Mean" "SpO2 

Median" "SpO2 Mode" "SpO2 5th/95th Percentile" "No. of Dips" "Dips/Hour" "Average Dip 

Duration" "Maximum Dip Duration" "Mean Dip nadir" "No. of Dips" "Dips/Hour" "Average 

Dip Duration" "Maximum Dip Duration" "Mean Dip nadir" "No. of Dips" "Dips/Hour" 

"Average Dip Duration" "Maximum Dip Duration" "Mean Dip nadir" "Min SpO2" "12Sec 

Delta" "Delta Index (Sample Rate)" "Rapid Resat Index" "Rapid Desat Index" "Time spent 

below" "Pulse Marker Mode" "Pulse  Time Analysed" "Pulse Mean" "Pulse Median" "Pulse 

Mode" "Pulse SD." "Pulse Rise" "Rises/Hour" "Pulse Rise" "Rises/Hour" "Pulse Rise" 

"Rises/Hour" "Max Pulse Peak"  

"c:\documents and settings\all users\application data\stowood\Visi-

Download\data\example\example.dat" "Example, George, Mr" "MXKZ72" "M" "01/01/1950" 

061 01.70 89.00 30.80 "3 The Glade" "Woodend Drive" "South Ascot" "Berks" "RG1 6PT" "+44 

1865 35 8860" "+44 18 65 26 76 73" "  OSA and COPD" "East Berks" "Dr John Evans" "Dr 

Harrington-Smythe" "" "" "" "" "RG1 6PT" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "Full 

Study            " "07:27:15" 87.85 88 89 "82.00/93.00" "254 (>4%)" "34.07 (>4%)" "31.20 (>4%)" 

"210 (>4%)" "84.63 (>4%)" "341 (>3%)" "45.75 (>3%)" "27.95 (>3%)" "160 (>3%)" "85.35 

(>3%)" "460 (>2%)" "61.71 (>2%)" "23.25 (>2%)" "90 (>2%)" "86.10 (>2%)" "65% at 1:12:05 

"  1.38 " 2.22 (5)" 49.23 41.45 "< 95%  07:22:00 (98.83%)" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 

" " " "  

" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 

" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 

" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " "Full Study            " "07:27:15" 64.98 64 64  3.96 "39 

(>14bpm)" " 5.23 (>14bpm)" "0 (>7bpm)" " 0.00 (>7bpm)" "0 (>8bpm)" " 0.00 (>8bpm)" 

"87bpm at 1:32:25 "  

" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 

" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 

 

To import into Microsoft Excel choose File | Open Type: All Files, Delimited, Delimiters Tab 

and Space, Text Qualifier “ General column data format. 

(The long double sets of inverted commas are used to move to the Pulse Analysis section of the 

spreadsheet.) 

 
Filename Name Patient ID 

Number 
Sex Date of 

Birth 
Age Height Weight BMI Address

1 
Address
2 

City County Post 
Code / 
ZIP 

c:\program 
files\Visi-
Download 
\data\exam
ple\exampl
e.dat 

Example, 
George, Mr 

MXKZ72 M 01/01/50 61 1.7 89 30.8 3 The 
Glade 

Wooden
d Drive 

South 
Ascot 

Berks RG1 
6PT 

Excel spreadsheet using the above ( first few cells only ) The analysis is in Row 2 from AQ on 
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Exporting to a Database 
The following is a list of all the fields you can link to the database and the type of field they should be 
defined as in the database. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Title1    Text 
Title2    Text 
Title3    Text 
Title4   Text 
Title5    Text 
Title6    Text 
Date_of_study   Date and time 
Start_Time   Text 
Start_Of_Analysis   Text 
Duration    Text 
Index_Number   Text 
Date_Of_Birth   Text 
Surname    Text 
Firstname   Text 
Title    Text 
Sex    Text 
Age    Text 
Height    Text 
Weight    Text 
BMI    Double 
Address1   Text 
Address2   Text 
Town    Text 
County    Text 
ZIP   Text 
Comments   Text 
Neck_Size   Text 
Epworth_Score   Text 
Tel_Home   Text 
Tel_Work   Text 
Referring_Physician  Text 
Health_Authority   Text 
GP_Name   Text 
GP_Address1   Text 
GP_Address2   Text 
GP_Town   Text 
GP_County   Text 
GP_ZIP    Text 
GP_Tel    Text 
GP_Code_Number   Text 
GP_Email   Text 
Extra_Pat_Details_Label1 Text 
Extra_Pat_Details_Label2  Text 
Extra_Pat_Details_Label3  Text 
Extra_Pat_Details_Label4  Text 
Extra_Pat_Details_Label5  Text 
Extra_Pat_Details_Label6  Text 
Extra_Pat_Details_Label7  Text 
Extra_Pat_Details_Label8  Text 
Extra_Pat_Details_Label9  Text 
Extra_Pat_Details_Label10  Text 
Extra_Pat_Details_Label11  Text 
Extra_Pat_Details_Label12  Text 
Extra_Pat_Details_Label13  Text 
Extra_Pat_Details_Label14  Text 
Extra_Pat_Details_Label15  Text 
Extra_Pat_Details_Label16  Text 
Extra_Pat_Details1   Text 
Extra_Pat_Details2   Text 
Extra_Pat_Details3   Text 
Extra_Pat_Details4   Text 
Extra_Pat_Details5   Text 
Extra_Pat_Details6   Text 
Extra_Pat_Details7   Text 
Extra_Pat_Details8   Text 
Extra_Pat_Details9   Text 
Extra_Pat_Details10  Text 
Extra_Pat_Details11  Text 
Extra_Pat_Details12  Text 
Extra_Pat_Details13  Text 
Extra_Pat_Details14  Text 
Extra_Pat_Details15  Text 
Extra_Pat_Details16  Text 

 

SpO2_Mean   Double 
SpO2_Median  Double 
SpO2_Mode   Double 
SpO2_5Percentile   Double 
SpO2_95Percentile   Double 
DIP_DEF1   Integer 
DIP_DEF2   Integer 
DIP_DEF3   Integer 
SpO2_Min_Duration  Integer 
SpO2_Max_Duration  Integer 
SpO2_Dips1   Integer 
SpO2_Dips2   Integer 
SpO2_Dips3   Integer 
SpO2_Dips_Hour1   Double 
SpO2_Dips_Hour2   Double 
SpO2_Dips_Hour3   Double 
SpO2_Mean_Nadir1  Double 
SpO2_Mean_Nadir2  Double 
SpO2_Mean_Nadir3  Double 
SpO2_Average_Event_Duration Long 
SpO2_Maximum_Event_Duration Long 
SpO2_Min_Dip   Text 
SpO2_Min_Dip_Time  Text 
SpO2_Delta_Index12  Double 
SpO2_Delta_Index_Sample_Rate integer 
SpO2_Delta_Index_Sample  Double 
SpO2_Rapid_Resat  Double 
SpO2_Rapid_Desat  Double 
SpO2_User_Value   Text 
SpO2_User_Value_Time  Text 
SpO2_User_Value_Percentage Text 
SpO2_Analysis_Interval  Text 
SpO2_Total_Time_Analysed  Text 
SpO2_Total_Time_Missed  Text 
SpO2_Cutoff   Text 
SpO2_Cutoff_Time   Text 
SpO2_Events_Rejected  Text 
Marker_Mode   Text 
SpO2_Minima_1   Text 
SpO2_Minima_2   Text 
SpO2_Minima_3   Text 
SpO2_Minima_4   Text 
SpO2_Minima_5   Text 
SpO2_Minima_6   Text 
SpO2_Minima_7   Text 
SpO2_Minima_8   Text 
SpO2_Minima_9   Text 
SpO2_Minima_10   Text 
Time_Spent_Below60  Text 
Time_Spent_Below62  Text 
Time_Spent_Below64  Text 
Time_Spent_Below66 Text 
Time_Spent_Below68  Text 
Time_Spent_Below70  Text 
Time_Spent_Below72  Text 
Time_Spent_Below74  Text 
Time_Spent_Below76  Text 
Time_Spent_Below78  Text 
Time_Spent_Below80  Text 
Time_Spent_Below82  Text 
Time_Spent_Below84  Text 
Time_Spent_Below86  Text 
Time_Spent_Below88  Text 
Time_Spent_Below90  Text 
Time_Spent_Below92  Text 
Time_Spent_Below94  Text 
Time_Spent_Below96  Text 
Time_Spent_Below98  Text 
SpO2_Dips_90   Integer 
SpO2_Dips_85  Integer 
SpO2_Dips_80   Integer 
SpO2_Dips_75   Integer 

SpO2_Dips_70   Integer 
SpO2_Mean_Nadir_90 Double 
SpO2_Mean_Nadir_85  Double 
SpO2_Mean_Nadir_80  Double 
SpO2_Mean_Nadir_75  Double 
SpO2_Mean_Nadir_70  Double 
SpO2_Av_Event_Duration  Text 
SpO2_Max_Event_Duration  Long 
SpO2_Minimas_1   Text 
 
SpO2_Minimas_80   Text 
SpO2_TimeBelow70  Text 
SpO2_TimeBelow75  Text 
SpO2_TimeBelow80  Text 
SpO2_TimeBelow85  Text 
SpO2_TimeBelow90  Text 
SpO2_TimeBelowUserValue  Text 
SpO2_Perfusion_Mean  Double 
 
Pulse_Mean   Double 
Pulse_Median   Double 
Pulse_Mode   Double 
Pulse_5Percentile   Double 
Pulse_95Percentile   Double 
Pulse_Standard_Deviation  Double 
Pulse_Rise_Def1   Integer 
Pulse_Rise_Def2   Integer 
Pulse_Rise_Def3   Integer 
Pulse_Rises1   Integer 
Pulse_Rises2   Integer 
Pulse_Rises3  Integer 
Pulse_Rises_Hour1  Double 
Pulse_Rises_Hour2  Double 
Pulse_Rises_Hour3  Double 
Pulse_Max_Peak   Text 
Pulse_Max_Peak_Time  Text 
Pulse_Analysis_Interval  Text 
Pulse_Total_Time_Analysed  Text 
Pulse_Total_Time_Missed  Text 
Pulse_Cutoff   Integer 
Pulse_Cutoff_Time   Text 
Pulse_Events_Rejected  Text 
Pulse_Minima_1   Text 
Pulse_Minima_2   Text 
Pulse_Minima_3   Text 
Pulse_Minima_4   Text 
Pulse_Minima_5   Text 
Pulse_Minima_6   Text 
Pulse_Minima_7   Text 
Pulse_Minima_8   Text 
Pulse_Minima_9   Text 
Pulse_Minima_10   Text 
Pulse_Maxima_1   Text 
Pulse_Maxima_2   Text 
Pulse_Maxima_3   Text 
Pulse_Maxima_4   Text 
Pulse_Maxima_5   Text 
Pulse_Maxima_6   Text 
Pulse_Maxima_7   Text 
Pulse_Maxima_8   Text 
Pulse_Maxima_9   Text 
Pulse_Maxima_10   Text 
 
Sound_Mean  Double 
Sound_Median   Double 
Sound_Mode   Double 
Sound_5Percentile   Double 
Sound_95Percentile  Double 
Sound_Standard_Deviation  Double 
Snore_FastTransientT1  Double 
Snore_FastTransientT2  Double 
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Snore_FastTransientAmpMin  Integer 
Snore_FastTransient  Integer 
Snore_TransientT3   Double 
Snore_TransientAmpMin  Integer 
Snore_Transient   Integer 
Snore_MidT4   Double 
Snore_Mid1AmpMin  Integer 
Snore_Mid1AmpMax  Integer 
Snore_Mid2AmpMax  Integer 
Snore_Mid1   Integer 
Snore_Mid2   Integer 
Snore_Mid3   Integer 
Snore_Mid1PerHr   Double 
Snore_Mid2PerHr   Double 
Snore_Mid3PerHr   Double 
Snore_TotalEventTime  Text 
Snore_Level   Integer 
Snore_Period_Time  Text 
Snore_Period_Percentage  Text 
Snore_Analysis_Interval  Text 
Snore_Total_Time_Analysed  Text 
Snore_Total_Time_Missed  Text 
Sound_Time_Spent_Above99 Text 
 
Sound_Time_Spent_Above36 Text 
Sound_Continuous_T7  Integer 
Sound_Continuous_AmpMin  Integer 
Sound_Continuous   Integer 
Sound_Long1_T5   Integer 
Sound_Long1_AmpMin  Integer 
Sound_Long1   Integer 
Sound_Long2_T6   Integer 
Sound_Long_AmpMin2  Integer 
Sound_Long2   Integer 
Sound_Unit   Text 
Sound_Mid1_Supine  Long 
Sound_Mid1_Left   Long 
Sound_Mid1_Right   Long 
Sound_Mid1_Prone  Long 
Sound_Mid1_Upright  Long 
Sound_Mid2_Supine  Long 
Sound_Mid2_Left   Long 
Sound_Mid2_Right   Long 
Sound_Mid2_Prone  Long 
Sound_Mid2_Upright  Long 
Sound_Mid3_Supine  Long 
Sound_Mid3_Left  Long 
Sound_Mid3_Right   Long 
Sound_Mid3_Prone  Long 
Sound_Mid3_Upright  Long 
 
 
pCO2_Unit   Text 
pCO2_Mean   Double 
pCO2_Median   Double 
pCO2_Mode   Double 
pCO2_5Percentile   Double 
pCO2_95Percentile  Double 
pCO2_Max   Double 
pCO2_Max_Time   Text 
pCO2_Min   Double 
pCO2_Min_Time   Text 
pCO2_Time_Below_Value  Text 
pCO2_Time_Below   Text 
pCO2_Time_Above_Value  Text 
pCO2_Time_Above  Text 
pCO2_Heating_Power_Mean  Double 
pCO2_Heating_Power_Standard_Deviation 
Double 
pCO2_Sensor_Power_Mean  Double 
pCO2_Sensor_Power_Min  Double 
pCO2_Sensor_Power_Max  Double 
pCO2_Analysis_Interval  Text 
pCO2_Total_Time_Analysed  Text 
pCO2_Total_Time_Missed Text 

 

pCO2_User_Value_Below  Integer 
pCO2_User_Value_Below_Time Text 
pCO2_User_Value_Above  Integer 
pCO2_User_Value_Above_Time Text 
pCO2_Events_Rejected  Text 
pCO2_Time_Spent1  Text 
pCO2_Time_Spent2  Text 
pCO2_Time_Spent3  Text 
pCO2_Time_Spent4  Text 
pCO2_Time_Spent5  Text 
pCO2_Time_Spent6  Text 
pCO2_Time_Spent7  Text 
pCO2_Time_Spent8  Text 
pCO2_Time_Spent9  Text 
pCO2_Time_Spent10  Text 
pCO2_Time_Spent11  Text 
pCO2_Time_Spent12  Text 
pCO2_Time_Spent13  Text 
pCO2_Time_Spent14  Text 
pCO2_Time_Spent15  Text 
pCO2_Time_Spent16  Text 
pCO2_Time_Spent17  Text 
pCO2_Time_Spent18  Text 
pCO2_Time_Spent19  Text 
pCO2_Time_Spent20  Text 
pCO2_Minima1   Text 
pCO2_Minima2   Text 
pCO2_Minima3   Text 
pCO2_Minima4   Text 
pCO2_Minima5   Text 
pCO2_Maxima1   Text 
pCO2_Maxima2   Text 
pCO2_Maxima3   Text 
pCO2_Maxima4   Text 
pCO2_Maxima5   Text 
 
SpO2_Pre_WalkTest  Double 
SpO2_End_WalkTest  Double 
Pulse_Pre_WalkTest  Double 
Pulse_End_WalkTest  Double 
FEV1_FVC   Double 
Predicted_VO2_Peak  Double 
Intensity_VO2_Peak  Double 
SpO2_Lowest_SpO2_During_Test Double 
 
Central_Apnoeas   Integer 
Obstructed_Apnoeas  Integer 
Mixed_Apnoeas   nteger 
Hypopneas   Integer 
Unclassified_Apnoeas  Integer 
Hypopneas_Supine  Integer 
Hypopneas_Left   Integer 
Hypopneas_Right   Integer 
Hypopneas_Prone   Integer 
Hypopneas_Upright  Integer 
Unclassified_Apnoeas_Supine Integer 
Unclassified_Apnoeas_Left  Integer 
Unclassified_Apnoeas_Right  Integer 
Unclassified_Apnoeas_Prone Integer 
Unclassified_Apnoeas_Upright Integer 
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Introduction to Visi-Download for users of Download 2001  

 

Visi-Download is a programme from Stowood Scientific Instruments, designed for both the 

Windows 7 and Windows XP operating systems which replaces Download 2001. 

 

Users of Download 2001 will be familiar with its similar functionality, but it has the following 

additional features: 

 

 

Setup Wizard runs when first started and when required to configure operation of the program 

and supported devices. 

Optional Simple and Advanced modes. 

Faster Review to access previously downloaded recordings 

Software licensing as an option to physical security keys. 

Customisable Reports. 

Support for replay of audio files from the Grey Flash and other devices. 

Direct FTP uploading. 

Email facilities. 

Export to Microsoft Access databases 

„Saving To‟ network locations or memory sticks 

Archival Tool allows for storage of recordings to network drives, or to a folder for burning onto 

CD/ DVD. 

Download and Report-only (without analysis) for US-English users. 
Additional downloadable devices 

Import from EDF files 

Please note Visi-Download has not been tested for, and is not recommended to be installed on 

other versions of Windows. 
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Appendix B: Devices List  

 

BCI 3304 Oximeter 
 

Data Storage   

The BCI 3304 oximeter stores trend data each time it is switched on (see the Clinician's Operation Manual).   

    

To clear the trend memory first connect the oximeter probe to the 3304.  
Then press and hold the I.D. / CLEAR button for six seconds. During this time a flashing CLr message is displayed, and 
when it is no longer visible the memory has successfully been cleared.  
  

Note: Sampling rate for trend data is one sample every 4 seconds.  

  

Downloading Data 

 

Attach the cable from the device to the serial port of the computer but do not switch the 

device on.  

NOTE : The Data Storage Interval MUST be set to 4 seconds. Make sure the SpO2 probe is 

NOT connected to the 3304. 

 

Choose Download,  Download BCI 3304 Oxi-Pulse, or click the 3304 icon on the toolbar.  
  
WARNING click the Download button on the computer first before switching the 3304 on.  
 

The Download dialogue box is a „Tabbed‟ interface. Please go to the section “To 

„Download‟ a recording from the device” to see the dialogue boxes in detail. 

 

In summary: 

 

Surname 

 
You should enter the patient name to be saved in the file as a minimum. If the Surname field is empty it will be saved with a 
blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future. 
  
The tabs Patient Details, Medical Details, Extra Details  allow patient details to be entered. 
  

In the Setup tab  

 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 

 

The ‘connected to’ drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the 

communication port to which the device is connected with the down arrow. 
 

You  may know that only one patient recording has been made since clearing the memory. 

Selecting the ‘Automatically download largest recording ’ option causes the program to bypass 

the Recording Select dialog box and automatically saves and opens the largest recording. 

 
Auto print report after downloading 

When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto 

print report‟, which causes the analysis report to be automatically run and printed after 

downloading a recording. 
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When ‘Automatically download largest recording’ is not selected, after the program has downloaded all the available 
recordings from the device memory, a „Recording Select dialog box’ is displayed. You may then select which recording(s) you 
want to save by clicking on „Download’.  
 
If „Use Simple report’ is chosen in the Advanced tab of the Setup Wizard, the Analysis Report Contents section allows choice of 
the pages to be printed.  
 
After Download is clicked, the device is interrogated and a list of recordings found on the device will be shown. The Baseline and 
Analysis Start/ End which give appropriate times for the highlighted recording(s) can be used to define those periods for pre-post 
intervention studies. 
 
When Download is clicked a second time the highlighted recordings will be moved to the computer folder specified in the Setup 
tab and given  the filename shown. 
If certain channels are not required they can be prevented from being downloaded by unticking the boxes. 
 
After download is complete, the data will be stored on the computer and shown on the screen behind the Download device 
dialogue box so that the memory can be cleared. 

 

 
 

BCI Capnocheck Sleep Capnograph 

Downloading Data 

 

 Attach the cable from the device to the serial port of the computer. 

 

Choose Download,  Download BCI Capnocheck Sleep, or click the Sleep icon on the 

toolbar.  
  
WARNING click the Download button on the computer first before Trend Output is selected on the BCI Capnocheck Sleep.  
 

The Download dialogue box is a „Tabbed‟ interface. Please go to the section “To 

„Download‟ a recording from the device” to see the dialogue boxes in detail. 

 

In summary: 

 

Surname 

 
You should enter the patient name to be saved in the file as a minimum. If the Surname field is empty it will be saved with a 
blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future. 
  
The tabs Patient Details, Medical Details, Extra Details  allow patient details to be entered. 
   
 

In the Setup tab  

 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 

 

The ‘connected to’ drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the 

communication port to which the device is connected with the down arrow. 
 

You  may know that only one patient recording has been made since clearing the memory. 

Selecting the ‘Automatically download largest recording ’ option causes the program to bypass 

the Recording Select dialog box and automatically saves and opens the largest recording. 
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Auto print report after downloading 

When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto 

print report‟, which causes the analysis report to be automatically run and printed after 

downloading a recording. 
 
When ‘Automatically download largest recording’ is not selected, after the program has downloaded all the available 
recordings from the device memory, a „Recording Select dialog box’ is displayed. You may then select which recording(s) you 
want to save by clicking on „Download’.  
 
Date format 
The Capnocheck Sleep can operate in either EURO or USA date format. The correct format as used should be chosen  
 
If „Use Simple report’ is chosen in the Advanced tab of the Setup Wizard, the Analysis Report Contents section allows choice of 
the pages to be printed.  
 
After Download is clicked, the device is interrogated and a list of recordings found on the device will be shown. The Baseline and 
Analysis Start/ End which give appropriate times for the highlighted recording(s) can be used to define those periods for pre-post 
intervention studies. 
 
When Download is clicked a second time the highlighted recordings will be moved to the computer folder specified in the Setup 
tab and given  the filename shown. 
If certain channels are not required they can be prevented from being downloaded by unticking the boxes. 
 

After download is complete, the data will be stored on the computer and shown on the screen 

behind the Download device dialogue box. Other data files may be retreived or the dialogue box 

closed. 

 

 

BCI SPECTRO2 30 and SPECTRO 10/20 

Data Storage   

These oximeters store trend data each time they are switched on (see the Operation Manual).  

 

Downloading Data 

 

Attach the cable from the device to the serial port of the computer but do not switch the device 

on.  

 .  

 

Choose Download,  Download SPECTRO2 30  or SPECTRO2 10/20, or click the 

appropriate icon on the toolbar.  
  
 

The Download dialogue box is a „Tabbed‟ interface. Please go to the section “To 

„Download‟ a recording from the device” to see the dialogue boxes in detail. 
 

In summary: 

 

Surname 

 
You should enter the patient name to be saved in the file as a minimum. If the Surname field is empty it will be saved with a 
blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future. 
  
The tabs Patient Details, Medical Details, Extra Details  allow patient details to be entered. 
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In the Setup tab  

 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 

 

The ‘connected to’ drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the 

communication port to which the device is connected with the down arrow. 
 

You  may know that only one patient recording has been made since clearing the memory. 

Selecting the ‘Automatically download largest recording ’ option causes the program to bypass 

the Recording Select dialog box and automatically saves and opens the largest recording. 

 
Auto print report after downloading 

When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto 

print report‟, which causes the analysis report to be automatically run and printed after 

downloading a recording. 
 
When ‘Automatically download largest recording’ is not selected, after the program has downloaded all the available 
recordings from the device memory, a „Recording Select dialog box’ is displayed. You may then select which recording(s) you 
want to save by clicking on „Download’.  

 
If „Use Simple report’ is chosen in the Advanced tab of the Setup Wizard, the Analysis Report Contents section allows choice of 
the pages to be printed.  
 
After Download is clicked, the device is interrogated and a list of recordings found on the device will be shown. The Baseline and 
Analysis Start/ End which give appropriate times for the highlighted recording(s) can be used to define those periods  for pre-post 
intervention studies. 
 
When Download is clicked a second time the highlighted recordings will be moved to the computer folder specified in the Setup 
tab and given  the filename shown. 
If certain channels are not required they can be prevented from being downloaded by unticking the boxes. 
 

After download is complete, the data will be stored on the computer and shown on the screen 

behind the Download device dialogue box. Other data files may be retrieved or the dialogue box 

closed. 

 

Bitmos 801/ 901 oximeters 

Data Storage   

The  Bitmos 801/ 901 oximeters store trend data each time they are switched on (see the Operation Manual).  

 

Downloading Data 

 

Attach the USB cable from the device to the computer and switch the device on.  

 .  

 

Choose Download,  Download Bitmos 801/901, or click the 901 icon on the toolbar.  
 Information on the current setup is available 
 

The Download dialogue box is a „Tabbed‟ interface. Please go to the section “To 

„Download‟ a recording from the device” to see the dialogue boxes in detail. 
 

In summary: 
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Surname 

 
You should enter the patient name to be saved in the file as a minimum. If the Surname field is empty it will be saved with a 
blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future. 
  
The tabs Patient Details, Medical Details, Extra Details  allow patient details to be entered. 
If a Walk Test is chosen, Extra Details will change as appropriate.  
 

In the Setup tab  

 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 

 

The ‘connected to’ drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the 

communication port to which the device is connected with the down arrow. 
 

You  may know that only one patient recording has been made since clearing the memory. 

Selecting the ‘Automatically download largest recording ’ option causes the program to bypass 

the Recording Select dialog box and automatically saves and opens the largest recording. 

 
Auto print report after downloading 

When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto 

print report‟, which causes the analysis report to be automatically run and printed after 

downloading a recording. 
 
When ‘Automatically download largest recording’ is not selected, after the program has downloaded all the available 
recordings from the device memory, a „Recording Select dialog box’ is displayed. You may then select which recording(s) you 
want to save by clicking on „Download’.  

 
If „Use Simple report’ is chosen in the Advanced tab of the Setup Wizard, the Analysis Report Contents section allows choice of 
the pages to be printed.  
 
After Download is clicked, the device is interrogated and a list of recordings found on the device will be shown. The Baseline and 
Analysis Start/ End which give appropriate times for the highlighted recording(s) can be used to define those periods for walk 
tests or pre-post intervention studies. 
 
When Download is clicked a second time the highlighted recordings will be moved to the computer folder specified in the Setup 
tab and given  the filename shown. 
If certain channels are not required they can be prevented from being downloaded by unticking the boxes. 
 

After download is complete, the data will be stored on the computer and shown on the screen 

behind the Download device dialogue box. Other data files may be retrieved or the dialogue box 

closed. 

 
 

 

Bitmos 805 + 816 oximeter 

Data Storage 

Sampling rate for trend data is one sample per second. Memory duration is 160 hours. 

Every time the oximeter is switched on, a new record is created in the oximeter memory, (see the 

Bitmos 805 + 816 Operators Manual). 

Clearing the oximeter memory should be routinely carried out after each recording is 

downloaded to the computer.  

This oximeter has an internal real-time clock. 
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Multi-Media card 

Start with the Bitmos 805/816 off and remove the sensor cable.  

Place an empty (cleared) Multi-Media Card (MMC), supplied as an accessory with the oximeter 

in the slot adjoining the sensor connector and switch the Bitmos 805/816 on.  

The Bitmos 805/816 will copy all data to the MMC. After moving the data to the memory card, 

all data held in the Bitmos 805/816 memory is erased. 

Important: If the MMC is not clear this process will not function.  

The memory card should be erased with “Clear memory card” in the download dialog box. 

Switch off the oximeter, remove the memory card and place it in the computer serial memory 

card reader supplied as an accessory with the oximeter. 

Choose Download Bitmos 805/816 or click the Bitmos 805/816 icon on the toolbar.  

The programme will search for recordings on a memory card placed in the memory card reader. 

Recording Select dialogue box  

 
This is a special dialogue box (not the normal tabbed interface) 

 

When the program has downloaded all the available recordings or their description from the 

trend data memory (or when have pressed the stop button) a „Recording Select‟ dialog box is 

displayed allowing you to select which recording(s) you want to save. The largest recording will 

be highlighted. 

 

Each line usually consists of the start date/ time and duration of the recording.  

To download a recording, click once on the required recording and then add/edit the patient 

name. Then click the Save button to save the recording – when the file will automatically be 

opened. Once a recording has been saved a cross appears next to it under the Downloaded 

heading to indicate that it has been saved.  

After the recording has appeared the Recording select dialogue box may be closed or another 

recording may be chosen. 

Note: if you double click on a recording it will automatically be saved with a blank patient name, 

which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future.  

Note: If you select two or more recordings Visi-Download will automatically merge the 

recordings into one file with zero values added to fill the gaps between the recordings. These 

files may be very large (up to 14 days) so if you do not want to merge recordings they should be 

downloaded one at a time. 

Patient Name 

You may enter the patient name to be saved in the file. If you leave the patient name field empty 

it will automatically be saved with a blank patient name, which could lead to problems in 

locating the file in the future.  
 

Details 

This gives access to a dialogue box to allow patient details to be entered. 

 Import Details will access previously recorded patients‟ details 

 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 

 

After Download is clicked, the device is interrogated and a list of recordings found on the device 

will be shown.  
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With the 805 the Baseline and Analysis Start/ End give appropriate times for the highlighted 

recording(s) and can be used to define those periods for walk tests or pre-post intervention 

studies. 

 

Clear Memory Card 

 

Click on the Clear Memory Card button.  

A dialogue box will be displayed requiring user confirmation before proceeding with the clearing 

of memory.  

Click YES to proceed to delete all the memory or NO to abandon clearing memory.  

Events 

The following events are saved along with the trend data (each event type is shown on the trace 

as a different event "flag"):  

* SpO2 High alarm violated 

* SpO2 Low alarm violated 

* Pulse high alarm violated 

* Pulse low alarm violated 

Battery low 

No Sensor 

Defective Sensor 

Low Perfusion 

Interference 

Ambient Light 

Unrecognised Sensor 

Low Signal IQ 

The events marked * only have the first occurrence of a sequence recorded so as not to fill the 

screen with events.  
 

 
  

Datex- Ohmeda (GE) 3700 Oximeter 

Data Storage 

Sampling rate for trend data is one sample every 12 seconds. Memory capacity is approximately 8 hours, after which the earliest 
data is overwritten. The oximeter should be turned off after the recording. 
  
This oximeter does not have an internal real-time clock. 
 

Setting the oximeter to output mode 

Attach the 25 pin end of the serial cable to the oximeter and the 9 pin end to the serial port of the computer. 
 
Turn off the oximeter  
Holding the SpO2 Trend 20/60 button (Trend), press the power on button  
  
The Oximeter screen displays „Previous trend data available‟  
and then a „System Check‟ screen.  
Keep the SpO2 Trend 20/60 button pressed until you get the screen showing:  
  
„Trend output mode  
Start chart recording  
Hit trend key to start output‟  
 
Stop pressing the button but do not hit the trend key yet. 
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Downloading Data 

Choose Download Ohmeda 3700 in the Communication menu or click the 3700 icon on the toolbar. 
 

The Download dialogue box 

 
Device Connected to 
The drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the communication port to which the device is connected 
with the down arrow. 
 
Download Channels 
Choose the channels to be downloaded by marking the check boxes. 
 
Patient Name (Surname) 
You may enter the patient name to be saved in the file. If you leave the patient name field empty it will automatically be saved 
with a blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future.  
 
Details 
This gives access to a dialogue box to allow patient details to be entered. 
 
Start Time and Start Date 
Highlight to edit the default recording start time/ date of 10pm the previous evening. 
  
Auto print report after downloading 
When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto print report‟, which causes the 
analysis report to be automatically run and printed after downloading a recording. 
 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 

  
Click on the OK button to put the program into receive mode.  
  
Press the Trend button of the OXIMETER to start downloading.  
  

Communication box 

A status box is displayed on the computer screen indicating the current status of the download (the number of good quality and 
Invalid downloaded values).    
  
You may stop the download whenever you want by pressing the Stop button (the downloaded data will be saved) else it will stop 
automatically after the data have been downloaded. 
 
The oximeter displays a status message showing the time remaining to complete the downloading of 8 hours of data.  
  

Datex - Ohmeda (GE) 3740 Oximeter 
   

Data Storage 

Sampling rate for trend data is one sample every 12 seconds. Memory capacity is approximately 8 hours, after which the earliest 
data is overwritten. The oximeter should be turned off after the recording. 
  
This oximeter does not have an internal real-time clock. 

Downloading Data 

Attach the 25 pin end of the serial cable to the oximeter and the 9 pin end to the serial port of the computer. 
 
Turn on the oximeter  
Wait until the oximeter has completed its startup self-test.  
   
Choose Download Ohmeda 3740 in the Communication menu or click the 3740 icon on the toolbar. 
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The Download dialogue box 

 
Device Connected to 
The drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the communication port to which the device is connected 
with the down arrow. 
 
Download Channels 
Choose the channels to be downloaded by marking the check boxes. 
 
Patient Name 
You may enter the patient name to be saved in the file. If you leave the patient name field empty it will automatically be saved 
with a blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future.  
 
Details 
This gives access to a dialogue box to allow patient details to be entered. 
 
Start Time and Start Date 
Highlight to edit the default recording start time/ date of 10pm the previous evening. 
  
Auto print report after downloading 
When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto print report‟, which causes the 
analysis report to be automatically run and printed after downloading a recording. 

 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 

  
Click on the OK button to put the program into receive mode.  
  
Press the Trend button of the OXIMETER to start downloading.  
  

Communication box 

A status box is displayed on the computer screen indicating the current status of the download (the number of good quality and 
Invalid downloaded values).    
  
You may stop the download whenever you want by pressing the Stop button (the downloaded data will be saved) else it will stop 
automatically after the data have been downloaded. 
 
The oximeter displays a status message showing the time remaining to complete the downloading of 8 hours of data.  
 

Datex- Ohmeda (GE) 3800 Oximeter 
  

Data Storage 

Sampling rate for trend data is one sample every 12 seconds. Memory capacity is approximately 8 hours, after which the earliest 
data is overwritten. The oximeter should be turned off after the recording. 
  
This oximeter does not have an internal real-time clock. 

Downloading Data 

Attach one end of the serial cable to the oximeter and the other to the serial port of the computer. 
 
Turn on the oximeter  
Wait until the oximeter has completed its startup self-test.  
   
Choose Download Ohmeda 3800 in the Communication menu or click the 3800 icon on the toolbar. 

The Download dialogue box 

Device Connected to 
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The drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the communication port to which the device is connected 
with the down arrow. 
 
Download Channels 
Choose the channels to be downloaded by marking the check boxes. 
 
Patient Name (Surname) 
You may enter the patient name to be saved in the file. If you leave the patient name field empty it will automatically be saved 
with a blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future.  
 
Details 
This gives access to a dialogue box to allow patient details to be entered. 
 
Start Time and Start Date 
Highlight to edit the default recording start time/ date of 10pm the previous evening. 
  
Auto print report after downloading 
When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto print report‟, which causes the 
analysis report to be automatically run and printed after downloading a recording. 
 
Location of downloaded file  
 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard  
  
Click on the OK button to put the program into receive mode.  
  
Press the Trend button of the OXIMETER to start downloading.  
  

Communication box 

A status box is displayed on the computer screen indicating the current status of the download (the number of good quality and 
Invalid downloaded values).    
  
You may stop the download whenever you want by pressing the Stop button (the downloaded data will be saved) else it will stop 
automatically after the data have been downloaded. 
 
The Oximeter displays a status message showing the time remaining to complete the downloading of 12 hours of data.  
  

 Datex- Ohmeda (GE) 3900 Oximeter 
 
Data Storage 
 
Every time the Datex- Ohmeda 3900 is switched on, a new patient label is stored, or the date and/or time are changed, a new 
record is created in the oximeter memory, (see 3900 Operators Manual).  
 
Clearing the oximeter memory should be routinely carried out after each recording is downloaded to the computer. This may be 
performed with the Clear Memory facility. 
   
Sampling rate for trend data is one sample every 6 seconds. Memory capacity is approximately 24 hours, after which the earliest 
data is overwritten. The oximeter should be turned off after the recording. 
 
This oximeter has an internal real-time clock (see the 3900 Operators Manual). 

Downloading Data 

Attach one end of the serial cable to the oximeter and the other to the serial port of the computer. 
 
Turn on the oximeter, and wait until the oximeter has completed its startup self-test.  
   
Choose Download Ohmeda 3900 in the Communication menu or click the 3900 icon on the toolbar. 
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The Download dialogue box 

 
Device Connected to 
The drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the communication port to which the device is connected 
with the down arrow. 
 

Baud Rate  
Select the baud rate to which the device has been set (see the device Operators Manual for further details).  Failure to set the 
correct baud rate will prevent the program from downloading the data.  
  
Note: setting the device to the highest practical baud rate will reduce the time taken to download the trend data. 
The default factory oximeter baud rate setting is 9600 but this may have been changed. Use the highest speed possible. 
 
Automatically download largest recording  
If this is not selected, and the program has downloaded all the available recordings from the device memory, a Recording Select 
dialog box is displayed. You may then select which recording(s) you want to save.  
 
However you may already know that only one patient recording has been made since clearing the memory. Selecting the 
„automatically download largest recording’ option causes the program to bypass the Recording Select dialog box and 
automatically saves and opens the largest recording. 
  
Patient Name (Surname) 
You may enter the patient name to be saved in the file. If you leave the patient name field empty it will automatically be saved 
with a blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future.  
 
Details 
This gives access to a dialogue box to allow patient details to be entered 
If you leave the patient name field blank the program will use the first line of the entered labels (see the 3900 Operators Manual 
for more details). 
 
Auto print report after downloading 
When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto print report‟, which causes the 
analysis report to be automatically run and printed after downloading a recording. 
 
Location of downloaded file  
‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 
  
Click on the OK button to start downloading  

Communication box 

A status box is displayed on the computer screen indicating the current status of the download (the number of good quality and 
Invalid downloaded values).    
  
You may stop the download whenever you want by pressing the Stop button (the downloaded data will be saved) else it will stop 
automatically after the data have been downloaded. 
  
The Oximeter displays a status message showing the time remaining to complete the downloading of 24 hours of data.  
  

Recording Select dialogue box 
   

If „automatically download the largest recording‟ has not been selected, when the program has 

downloaded all the available recordings or their description from the trend data memory (or 

when have pressed the stop button) a „Recording Select‟ dialog box is displayed allowing you to 

select which recording(s) you want to save. The largest recording will be highlighted. 

  

Each line usually consists of the start date/ time and duration of the recording.  

 

To download a recording, click once on the required recording and then add/edit the patient 

name. Then click the Download button to save the recording – when the file will automatically 
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be opened. Once a recording has been saved a cross appears next to it under the Downloaded 

heading to indicate that it has been saved.  

 

After the recording has appeared the Recording select dialogue box may be closed or another 

recording may be chosen. 

 

Note: if you double click on a recording it will automatically be saved with a blank patient name, 

which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future.  

 
Note: If you select two or more recordings Visi-Download will automatically merge the recordings into one file with zero values 
added to fill the gaps between the recordings. These files may be very large (up to 14 days) so if you do not want to merge 
recordings they should be downloaded one at a time. 
  
Download Channels 
Choose the channels to be downloaded by marking the check boxes. 
 
The Pulsatile Value ranges from 0 to 10 and gives an indication to the strength of the signal received by the oximeter.  

  
Recordings available to download  
Each line consists of the date and time of the recording, the patient name (if entered using the 3900‟s labels) and the duration of 
the recording.  

  
Patient Name 
You may enter the patient name to be saved in the file. If you leave the patient name field empty it will automatically be saved 
with a blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future.  
 
Details 
This gives access to a dialogue box to allow patient details to be entered. 
 
Auto print report after downloading 
When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto print report‟, which causes the 
analysis report to be automatically run and printed after downloading a recording. 
 
Clear Memory  
  
Click on the Clear Memory button.  

 

A dialog box will be displayed requiring user confirmation before proceeding with the clearing 

of memory.  

 

Click YES to proceed to delete all the memory or NO to abandon clearing memory.  

  

Datex- Ohmeda (GE) TruSat Oximeter 
 
Data Storage 
 
Every time the Datex- Ohmeda TruSat is switched on, a new patient label is stored, or the date and/or time are changed, a new 
record is created in the oximeter memory, (see the Operators Manual).  
 
Clearing the oximeter memory should be routinely carried out after each recording is downloaded to the computer. This may be 
performed with the TruSat Clear Memory facility. 
   
Sampling rate for trend data is one sample every six seconds. Memory capacity is approximately 60 hours, after which the 
earliest data is overwritten. The oximeter should be turned off after the recording. 
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Downloading Data 

Attach one end of the serial cable to the oximeter and the other to the serial port of the computer. You cannot download trend 
data if a sensor is connected to the monitor. 
 
Turn on the oximeter, and wait until the oximeter has completed its startup self-test.  
   
Choose Download Ohmeda TruSat  or click the TruSat icon on the toolbar. 
 

The Download dialogue box is a „Tabbed‟ interface. Please go to the section “To „Download‟ a 

recording from the device” to see the dialogue boxes in detail. 
 

In summary: 

 

Surname 

 
You should enter the patient name to be saved in the file as a minimum. If the Surname field is empty it will be saved with a 
blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future. 
  
The tabs Patient Details, Medical Details, Extra Details  allow patient details to be entered. 
  
 

In the Setup tab  

 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 

 

The ‘connected to’ drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the 

communication port to which the device is connected with the down arrow. 
 

You  may know that only one patient recording has been made since clearing the memory. 

Selecting the ‘Automatically download largest recording ’ option causes the program to bypass 

the Recording Select dialog box and automatically saves and opens the largest recording. 

 
Auto print report after downloading 

When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto 

print report‟, which causes the analysis report to be automatically run and printed after 

downloading a recording. 
 
When ‘Automatically download largest recording’ is not selected, after the program has downloaded all the available 
recordings from the device memory, a „Recording Select dialog box’ is displayed. You may then select which recording(s) you 
want to save by clicking on „Download’.  

 
If „Use Simple report’ is chosen in the Advanced tab of the Setup Wizard, the Analysis Report Contents section allows choice of 
the pages to be printed.  
 
After Download is clicked, the device is interrogated and a list of recordings found on the device will be shown. The Baseline and 
Analysis Start/ End which give appropriate times for the highlighted recording(s) can be used to define those periods for pre-post 
intervention studies. 
 
When Download is clicked a second time the highlighted recordings will be moved to the computer folder specified in the Setup 
tab and given  the filename shown. 
If certain channels are not required they can be prevented from being downloaded by unticking the boxes. 
 

After download is complete, the data will be stored on the computer and shown on the screen 

behind the Download device dialogue box. Other data files may be retrieved or the dialogue box 

closed. 

 
On the Main tab 
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Clear Memory  
  
Click on the Clear Memory button.  

 

A dialog box will be displayed requiring user confirmation before proceeding with the clearing 

okf memory.  

 

Click YES to proceed to delete all the memory or NO to abandon clearing memory.   

 

 Set Clock 

 

Click on the Set Clock button to adjust the TruSat‟s internal clock. 
  

Konica Minolta Pulsox-300i Oximeter 

Data Storage  

The KONICA MINOLTA Pulsox-300i oximeters store trend data as a new file each time they 

are switched on.  

The Pulsox-300i can store the following: SpO2 (0.1 integer pitch), Pulse rate and Events. The 

sampling rate for trend data is one sample approximately every second. Memory capacity is 300 

hours.  

 

Oximeter time and date: These oximeters have an internal clock, which can be set by the user 

from the Visi-Download software.  

Communicating with the oximeter Start the Visi-Download software. 

 

Setting up the UA-300 USB adapter 

 

Communication with the P300i oximeter is via the UA-300 USB adapter. Connect the adapter to 

the USB port of the computer after the Visi-Download software has been installed.  

 

If this is the first time the adapter has been connected, it will need to have its drivers installed. 

When the UA300 is detected by the computer the „Welcome to New Hardware Wizard‟ should 

run. The user will be asked whether to allow Windows to be connected to Windows Update. 

Choose „No, not this time‟, and click on Next   

Then choose „Install from a list or specific location (Advanced)‟ 

Click on Search for the best driver in these locations, tick the „Include this location in the search‟ 

and use the BROWSE button to select „C:\Program Files\Visi-Download\P-300iUSB‟ Driver 

directory and click on OK 

To the message „ Hardware installation: the software you are installing has not passed Windows 

Logo testing etc etc‟ click on „Continue anyway‟ 

When the message „The wizard has finished installing the software‟ you have completed the 

installation of the UA300 USB adapter. 

(NOTE that the above has only to be carried out the first time the adapter is connected to a 

specific USB port) 
  

 

If this is the first time the adapter has been connected, it will need to have its drivers installed. 
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When the UA300 is detected the Welcome to New Hardware Wizard should run. The user will 

be asked whether to allow Windows to be connected to Windows Update. Choose „No, not this 

time‟,  and click on Next   

Then choose „Install from a list or specific location (Advanced)‟ 

Click on Search for the best driver in these locations, tick the „Include this location in the search‟ 

and use the BROWSE  button to select „C:\Program Files\Visi-Downloadv280\P-300iUSB‟ 

Driver directory and click on OK 

To the message „ Hardware installation: the software you are installing  has not passed Windows 

Logo testing etc etc‟ click on „Continue anyway‟ 

When the message „The wizard has finished installing the software‟ you have completed the 

installation of the UA300 USB adapter. 

(NOTE that the above has only to be carried out the first time the adapter is connected to a 

specific USB port) 

 

Now connect the oximeter to the UA300 interface adapter. 

 

Switch on the oximeter and wait until it has completed its startup test. 

Choose Download Pulsox-300i. When communication is established, the dialogue box will show 

the current setup information (date, time, body number, auto power off time, channels to be 

stored (memorised)) for the oximeter connected to the USB port. 

Choose setup or data file functions: 

 

Setup: To set up the Pulsox-300i device choose from : „Set Clock‟, „Set Body Number‟, „Set 

Auto Power Off time‟ – the recording duration in the Setup Tab 

 

Choose „Download‟ to download data from the Pulsox 300i to the computer.  

Downloading Data  

The Download Pulsox-300i Series dialogue box  

Connect the recorder using the USB interface  

 

The Download dialogue box is a „Tabbed‟ interface. Please go to the section “To „Download‟ a 

recording from the device” to see the dialogue boxes in detail. 
 

In summary: 

 

Surname 

 
You should enter the patient name to be saved in the file as a minimum. If the Surname field is empty it will be saved with a 
blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future. 
  
The tabs Patient Details, Medical Details, Extra Details  allow patient details to be entered. 
If a Walk Test is chosen, Extra Details will change as appropriate.  
 

In the Setup tab  

 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 

 

The ‘connected to’ drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the 

communication port to which the device is connected with the down arrow. 
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You  may know that only one patient recording has been made since clearing the memory. 

Selecting the ‘Automatically download largest recording ’ option causes the program to bypass 

the Recording Select dialog box and automatically saves and opens the largest recording. 

 
Auto print report after downloading 

When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto 

print report‟, which causes the analysis report to be automatically run and printed after 

downloading a recording. 
 
When ‘Automatically download largest recording’ is not selected, after the program has downloaded all the available 
recordings from the device memory, a „Recording Select dialog box’ is displayed. You may then select which recording(s) you 
want to save by clicking on „Download’.  

 
If „Use Simple report’ is chosen in the Advanced tab of the Setup Wizard, the Analysis Report Contents section allows choice of 
the pages to be printed.  
 
After Download is clicked, the device is interrogated and a list of recordings found on the device will be shown. The Baseline and 
Analysis Start/ End which give appropriate times for the highlighted recording(s) can be used to define those periods for walk 
tests or pre-post intervention studies. 

 

Show All Files/ Hide Short Files Button 

Short recordings of less than 300 seconds duration may be hidden from view or shown with this 

button. 
 
When Download is clicked a second time the highlighted recordings will be moved to the computer folder specified in the Setup 
tab and given  the filename shown. 
If certain channels are not required they can be prevented from being downloaded by unticking the boxes. 
 

 After download is complete, the data will be stored on the computer and shown on the 

screen behind the Download device dialogue box. Other data files may be also be 

retrieved When the downloading has been completed, choose „Clear Memory‟ to clear 

the oximeter and Exit the dialogue box. 

 

Konica/ Minolta Pulsox 3xx Oximeters: 3i/ 3iA /3Si/ 3Li  

Data Storage 

 

The Konica/ Minolta Pulsox-3 series oximeters store trend data as a new „File‟ each time they 

are switched on.  
The sampling rate for trend data is one sample every 5 seconds. Memory capacity is either 12 or 24 hours. 
 

Oximeter time and date: These oximeters have internal clocks but these should be reset by the 

user from the computer if the battery power is removed for more than a short period. If the time 

and date have not been set, a default time and date (01/01/1997) will be set by the oximeter when 

new batteries are inserted. 

   

Clearing the oximeter memory should be routinely carried out after each recording is 

downloaded to the computer. This may be performed with the Clear Memory facility. If memory 

is not made available, the earliest data is overwritten.  

 

Note: The Date/Time and File Clear and Output buttons on the IF-3 interface are only for use 

with the thermal printer which is not required if Visi-Download software is used.  
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Communicating with the oximeter 

Insert the oximeter in the Pulsox IF3 interface with nothing blocking the optical pathway between the oximeter and the sensor on 
the interface. 
 
Connect the cable from the interface connector to the serial port of the computer, connect the interface to the AA-5P AC adapter, 
the adapter to mains power and slide the POWER switch to ON.  Switch on the oximeter and wait until it has completed its 
startup test. 
 
If the time and date have been set these values will appear in the startup sequence, followed by the F (File number) of the 
current recording. 
 
A flashing „C‟ indicates that no probe is connected. 
A flashing „L‟ or „P‟ indicates that the light or pulse signal is low. 
If the low battery warning appears, new batteries should be inserted before continuing. The manual warns that replacement of 
the batteries must be completed within 5 minutes otherwise the measurement values and preset date/time will be lost.  
 
 

 Downloading Data either via the Download Pulsox-3 series for long recordings  
or Download Pulsox-3i Series Walk test  
 
The Download dialogue box  
This gives the choice of Download, Set Clock or Clear Memory 
  
Device Connected to 
The drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the communication port to which the device is connected 
with the down arrow and click on Download  

  
On successful connection the LCD screen of the Pulsox-3i will display ‟F out’ while the information about recordings made is 
sent to the computer. 

 

Recording Select dialogue box 
   

If „automatically download the largest recording‟ has not been selected, when the program has 

downloaded all the available recordings or their description from the trend data memory (or 

when have pressed the stop button) a „Recording Select‟ dialog box is displayed allowing you to 

select which recording(s) you want to save. The largest recording will be highlighted. 

  

Each line usually consists of the start date/ time and duration of the recording.  

 

 

To download a recording, click once on the required recording and then add/edit the patient 

name. Then click the Download button to save the recording – when the file will automatically 

be opened. Once a recording has been saved a cross appears next to it under the Downloaded 

heading to indicate that it has been saved.  

 

After the recording has appeared the Recording select dialogue box may be closed or another 

recording may be chosen. 

 

Note: if you double click on a recording it will automatically be saved with a blank patient name, 

which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future.  

 
Note: If you select two or more recordings Visi-Download will automatically merge the recordings into one file with zero values 
added to fill the gaps between the recordings. These files may be very large (up to 14 days) so if you do not want to merge 
recordings they should be downloaded one at a time. 
 
Patient Name 
You may enter the patient name to be saved in the file. If you leave the patient name field empty it will automatically be saved 
with a blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future.  
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Details 
This gives access to a dialogue box to allow patient details to be entered 

 
Download Channels 
Choose the channels to be downloaded by marking the check boxes. 
 
Auto print report after downloading 
When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto print report‟, which causes the 
analysis report to be automatically run and printed after downloading a recording. 
 
Location of downloaded file / Browse 
„Location of downloaded file‟ shows where the selected recording will be saved on the computer.  By default this is the program 
data directory.   
To change where the file will be saved click the „Browse‟ button and select a folder or create a new folder.   

  
Click on the OK button to start downloading.  

  
After downloading the data or selecting Cancel the Pulsox-3i is switched off.  If the user wishes to carry out another task it must 
be switched back on. 

 
Set Clock 
   
Clicking on the Set Clock button will cause DownLoad to start the oximeter clock setting firmware. Upon successful connection 
the year number will blink on the LCD screen of the oximeter and the set clock dialogue box will be displayed on the computer.  
  
Set Clock Dialogue Box  
  
The text between the UP and DOWN buttons indicates the item of choice (initially this is „Year‟). These date/ time items are in 
sequence Year, Month, Day, Hour, Minute. 
  
Changing a date/ time item 
To increase or decrease an item, click the UP or DOWN buttons. The values will be shown on the oximeter LCD screen. Where 
there is more than one date/ time item shown on the LCD, eg month and day, the value of the chosen item will be shown 
flashing.  

 
Moving to the next date/ time item 

  
Click on the button above the Help button, labelled with the next available date/ time item to be moved to. The new values 
become valid after the Finish button is clicked. Previous time and dates set for existing stored recordings are not affected. 

  
Clear Memory  
    
Clicking on the Set Clock and selecting the YES button in the warning dialogue box that follows will delete the oximeter memory. 
 
The oximeter LCD will display „-- ---‘ for a second before the power is switched off.  
 
 

Masimo Radical Oximeter 
  

Data Storage 

The Masimo Radical oximeter stores trend data each time it is switched on (see the Radical Operators manual).   

     
Sampling Rate for trend data is one sample every 2 seconds or every 10 seconds. 
Memory duration is 72 hours or 30 days respectively. 
 

Warning: changing the date and time, or changing the trend period will clear all data in 

the trend memory. 
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Downloading Data 

The handheld portion of the Radical must be attached to the Radical docking station, which must be powered and switched on 
(using the switch at the back). The display of the handheld portion of the Radical will then be illuminated. 
   
The Radical must have the serial mode set to „ASCII2‟.  To set this, turn the Radical on using the front power button and press 
the Menu Access button (second from top of the four unlabeled buttons).  Using the up and down arrows select „Output and 
press the „Select Category‟ button (second from top of the four unlabeled buttons again).  The Serial Mode can be set to ASCII2 
by pressing the „Edit Parameter button‟ and then using the up and down arrows. Save the setting by pressing the „Accept‟ (tick) 
button and then press the „Exit‟ button twice to exit the menu. 
  
If the output option is not available in the menu the docking station is probably not connected or powered correctly. 
  
Attach the serial cable from the oximeter to the serial port of the computer. Turn on the oximeter, and wait until it has completed 
its startup self-test.  

   

Choose Download Radical or click on the Radical icon on the toolbar. 

The Download dialogue box is a „Tabbed‟ interface. Please go to the section “To „Download‟ a 

recording from the device” to see the dialogue boxes in detail. 
 

In summary: 

 

Surname 

 
You should enter the patient name to be saved in the file as a minimum. If the Surname field is empty it will be saved with a 
blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future. 
  
The tabs Patient Details, Medical Details, Extra Details  allow patient details to be entered. 
If a Walk Test is chosen, Extra Details will change as appropriate.  
 

In the Setup tab  

 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 

 

The ‘connected to’ drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the 

communication port to which the device is connected with the down arrow. 
 

You  may know that only one patient recording has been made since clearing the memory. 

Selecting the ‘Automatically download largest recording ’ option causes the program to bypass 

the Recording Select dialog box and automatically saves and opens the largest recording. 

 
Auto print report after downloading 

When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto 

print report‟, which causes the analysis report to be automatically run and printed after 

downloading a recording. 
 
When ‘Automatically download largest recording’ is not selected, after the program has downloaded all the available 
recordings from the device memory, a „Recording Select dialog box’ is displayed. You may then select which recording(s) you 
want to save by clicking on „Download’.  

 
If „Use Simple report’ is chosen in the Advanced tab of the Setup Wizard, the Analysis Report Contents section allows choice of 
the pages to be printed.  
 
After Download is clicked, the device is interrogated and a list of recordings found on the device will be shown. The Baseline and 
Analysis Start/ End which give appropriate times for the highlighted recording(s) can be used to define those periods for walk 
tests or pre-post intervention studies. 
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When Download is clicked a second time the highlighted recordings will be moved to the computer folder specified in the Setup 
tab and given  the filename shown. 
If certain channels are not required they can be prevented from being downloaded by unticking the boxes. 
 

After download is complete, the data will be stored on the computer and shown on the screen 

behind the Download device dialogue box. Other data files may be retrieved or the dialogue box 

closed. 

 
 
  
Events 
The following events are saved along with the trend data (each event type is shown on the trace as a different event "flag"): 
  
* SpO2 High alarm violated 

* SpO2 Low alarm violated 

* Pulse high alarm violated 

* Pulse low alarm violated 

Battery low 
No Sensor 

Defective Sensor 

Low Perfusion 

Interference 

Ambient Light 

Unrecognised Sensor 

Low Signal IQ 

  

The events marked * only have the first occurrence of a sequence recorded so as not to fill the 

screen with events. 

    
Events to be excluded from analysis 

In the „Event | Display/Edit Event Definitions‟ dialog box events can be selected as possible to 

be excluded from analysis.  If in „Analyse | Analysis Setup | Report| Data options‟ "Exclude 

selected events" is also selected those events will be excluded from the analysis report. 

  

Masimo Rad-5 Oximeter 

Data Storage 

The Rad-5 can store 72 hours of trend data at a sampling rate of one sample every 2 seconds. 
  
The trend feature of the Rad-5 must be enabled for trending of patient data.  To enable the trend feature: 
  
1.   press the MODE/ENTER button three times until "tnd OFF" is displayed 
2.   press the UP ARROW until "tnd ON" is displayed 
3.   press MODE/ENTER and nn (for month) will be displayed in the Saturation display. 
4.   press the UP or DOWN ARROW to set the correct month 
5.   press MODE/ENTER and d (for day) will be displayed in the Saturation display. 
6.   press the UP or DOWN ARROW to set the correct day 
7.   press MODE/ENTER and yr (for year) will be displayed in the Saturation display. 
8.   press the UP or DOWN ARROW to set the correct year 
9.   press MODE/ENTER and h (for hour) will be displayed in the Saturation display. 
10. press the UP or DOWN ARROW to set the correct hour 
11. press MODE/ENTER and nn (for minute) will be displayed in the Saturation display. 
12. press the UP or DOWN ARROW to set the correct minute 
13. press MODE/ENTER to finish enabling trend data. 

  
Warning: Enabling trend (Setting Trend to "ON") will erase all trend information in the Rad-5. 
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Downloading Data 

Disconnect the sensor cable from the Rad-5 and attach the mini-D end of the PRONTO serial cable to the Rad-5 patient cable 
connector and connect the DB-9 end to a COM port on the PC. 

  
Turn on the Rad-5 and wait until it has completed its startup self-test.  

   

Choose Download Rad-5 in the Communication menu or click on the Rad-5 icon on the 

toolbar. 

The Download dialogue box is a „Tabbed‟ interface. Please go to the section “To „Download‟ a 

recording from the device” to see the dialogue boxes in detail. 
 

In summary: 

 

Surname 

 
You should enter the patient name to be saved in the file as a minimum. If the Surname field is empty it will be saved with a 
blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future. 
  
The tabs Patient Details, Medical Details, Extra Details  allow patient details to be entered. 
If a Walk Test is chosen, Extra Details will change as appropriate.  
 

In the Setup tab  

 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 

 

The ‘connected to’ drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the 

communication port to which the device is connected with the down arrow. 
 

You  may know that only one patient recording has been made since clearing the memory. 

Selecting the ‘Automatically download largest recording ’ option causes the program to bypass 

the Recording Select dialog box and automatically saves and opens the largest recording. 

 
Auto print report after downloading 

When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto 

print report‟, which causes the analysis report to be automatically run and printed after 

downloading a recording. 
 
When ‘Automatically download largest recording’ is not selected, after the program has downloaded all the available 
recordings from the device memory, a „Recording Select dialog box’ is displayed. You may then select which recording(s) you 
want to save by clicking on „Download’.  

 
If „Use Simple report’ is chosen in the Advanced tab of the Setup Wizard, the Analysis Report Contents section allows choice of 
the pages to be printed.  
 
After Download is clicked, the device is interrogated and a list of recordings found on the device will be shown. The Baseline and 
Analysis Start/ End which give appropriate times for the highlighted recording(s) can be used to define those periods for walk 
tests or pre-post intervention studies. 
 
When Download is clicked a second time the highlighted recordings will be moved to the computer folder specified in the Setup 
tab and given  the filename shown. 
If certain channels are not required they can be prevented from being downloaded by unticking the boxes. 
 

After download is complete, the data will be stored on the computer and shown on the screen 

behind the Download device dialogue box. Other data files may be retrieved or the dialogue box 

closed. 
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When the trend data has been downloaded turn the Rad-5 off to exit the trend download mode. 

 Events 
The following events are saved along with the trend data (each event type is shown on the trace as a different event "flag"): 

No Sensor connected 

Defective Senosr 

Low Perfusion 

Pulse Search 

Interference Detected 

Sensor Off Patient 

Too much Ambient Light 

Unrecognised Sensor 

Low Signal IQ 

  

Events to be excluded from analysis 

In the „Event | Display/Edit Event Definitions‟ dialog box events can be selected as possible to 

be excluded from analysis.  If in „Analyse | Analysis Setup | Report| Data options‟ "Exclude 

selected events" is also selected those events will be excluded from the analysis report. 

 Clear Memory  

Enabling trend (Setting Trend to "ON") will erase all trend information in the Rad-5. 

Masimo Rad-57 Oximeter 

Data Storage 

The Rad-57 can store 72 hours of trend data at a sampling rate of one sample every 2 seconds. 
  
The trend feature of the Rad-57 must be enabled for trending of patient data.  To enable the trend feature: 
  
1.   press the MODE/ENTER button three times until "tnd OFF" is displayed 
2.   press the UP ARROW until "tnd ON" is displayed 
3.   press MODE/ENTER and nn (for month) will be displayed in the Saturation display. 
4.   press the UP or DOWN ARROW to set the correct month 
5.   press MODE/ENTER and d (for day) will be displayed in the Saturation display. 
6.   press the UP or DOWN ARROW to set the correct day 
7.   press MODE/ENTER and yr (for year) will be displayed in the Saturation display. 
8.   press the UP or DOWN ARROW to set the correct year 
9.   press MODE/ENTER and h (for hour) will be displayed in the Saturation display. 
10. press the UP or DOWN ARROW to set the correct hour 
11. press MODE/ENTER and nn (for minute) will be displayed in the Saturation display. 
12. press the UP or DOWN ARROW to set the correct minute 
13. press MODE/ENTER to finish enabling trend data. 

  
Warning: Enabling trend (Setting Trend to "ON") will erase all trend information in the Rad-57. 

Downloading Data 

Disconnect the sensor cable from the Rad-57 and attach the mini-D end of the PRONTO serial cable to the Rad-5 patient cable 
connector and connect the DB-9 end to a COM port on the PC. 

  
Turn on the Rad-57 and wait until it has completed its startup self-test.  

   

Choose Download Rad-57 in the Communication menu or click on the Rad-57 icon on the 

toolbar. 

The Download dialogue box is a „Tabbed‟ interface. Please go to the section “To „Download‟ a 

recording from the device” to see the dialogue boxes in detail. 
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In summary: 

 

Surname 

 
You should enter the patient name to be saved in the file as a minimum. If the Surname field is empty it will be saved with a 
blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future. 
  
The tabs Patient Details, Medical Details, Extra Details  allow patient details to be entered. 
If a Walk Test is chosen, Extra Details will change as appropriate.  
 

In the Setup tab  

 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 

 

The ‘connected to’ drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the 

communication port to which the device is connected with the down arrow. 
 

You  may know that only one patient recording has been made since clearing the memory. 

Selecting the ‘Automatically download largest recording ’ option causes the program to bypass 

the Recording Select dialog box and automatically saves and opens the largest recording. 

 
Auto print report after downloading 

When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto 

print report‟, which causes the analysis report to be automatically run and printed after 

downloading a recording. 
 
When ‘Automatically download largest recording’ is not selected, after the program has downloaded all the available 
recordings from the device memory, a „Recording Select dialog box’ is displayed. You may then select which recording(s) you 
want to save by clicking on „Download’.  

 
If „Use Simple report’ is chosen in the Advanced tab of the Setup Wizard, the Analysis Report Contents section allows choice of 
the pages to be printed.  
 
After Download is clicked, the device is interrogated and a list of recordings found on the device will be shown. The Baseline and 
Analysis Start/ End which give appropriate times for the highlighted recording(s) can be used to define those periods for walk 
tests or pre-post intervention studies. 
 
When Download is clicked a second time the highlighted recordings will be moved to the computer folder specified in the Setup 
tab and given  the filename shown. 
If certain channels are not required they can be prevented from being downloaded by unticking the boxes. 
 

After download is complete, the data will be stored on the computer and shown on the screen 

behind the Download device dialogue box. Other data files may be retrieved or the dialogue box 

closed. 

 Events 

The following events are saved along with the trend data (each event type is shown on the trace as a different event "flag"): 

No Sensor connected 

Defective Senosr 

Low Perfusion 

Pulse Search 

Interference Detected 

Sensor Off Patient 

Too much Ambient Light 

Unrecognised Sensor 

Low Signal IQ 
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Events to be excluded from analysis 

In the „Event | Display/Edit Event Definitions‟ dialog box events can be selected as possible to 

be excluded from analysis.  If in „Analyse | Analysis Setup | Report| Data options‟ "Exclude 

selected events" is also selected those events will be excluded from the analysis report. 

  

Clear Memory  

Enabling trend (Setting Trend to "ON") will erase all trend information in the Rad-57. 

 

Masimo Radical-7 Oximeter  

Data Storage 

The Masimo Radical-7 oximeter stores trend data each time it is switched on (see the Operators 

manual).  

Sampling Rate for trend data is one sample every 2 seconds or every 10 seconds. 

Memory duration is 72 hours or 30 days respectively. 

Warning: changing the date and time, or changing the trend period will clear all data in the trend 

memory. 

 

Downloading Data 

The handheld portion of the Radical-7 must be attached to the Radical-7 docking station, which 

must be powered and switched on (using the switch at the back). The display of the handheld 

portion of the Radical-7 will then be illuminated. 

The Radical-7 must have the serial mode set to „ASCII2‟. To set this, turn the Radical-7 on using 

the front power button and press the Menu Access button. Using the up and down arrows select 

„Output and press the „Select Category‟ button. The Serial Mode can be set to ASCII2 by 

pressing the „Edit Parameter button‟ and then using the up and down arrows. Save the setting by 

pressing the „Accept‟ (tick) button and then press the „Exit‟ button twice to exit the menu. 

If the output option is not available in the menu the docking station is probably not connected or 

powered correctly. 

Attach the serial cable from the oximeter to the serial port of the computer. Turn on the oximeter, 

and wait until it has completed its startup self-test.  

 

Choose Download Radical-7 or click on the Radical-7 icon on the toolbar. 

The Download dialogue box is a „Tabbed‟ interface. Please go to the section “To „Download‟ a 

recording from the device” to see the dialogue boxes in detail. 
 

In summary: 

Surname 
You should enter the patient name to be saved in the file as a minimum. If the Surname field is empty it will be saved with a 
blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future. 
  
The tabs Patient Details, Medical Details, Extra Details  allow patient details to be entered. 
If a Walk Test is chosen, Extra Details will change as appropriate.  
 

In the Setup tab  

 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 
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The ‘connected to’ drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the 

communication port to which the device is connected with the down arrow. 
 

You  may know that only one patient recording has been made since clearing the memory. 

Selecting the ‘Automatically download largest recording ’ option causes the program to bypass 

the Recording Select dialog box and automatically saves and opens the largest recording. 

 
Auto print report after downloading 

When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto 

print report‟, which causes the analysis report to be automatically run and printed after 

downloading a recording. 
 
When ‘Automatically download largest recording’ is not selected, after the program has downloaded all the available 
recordings from the device memory, a „Recording Select dialog box’ is displayed. You may then select which recording(s) you 
want to save by clicking on „Download’.  

 
If „Use Simple report’ is chosen in the Advanced tab of the Setup Wizard, the Analysis Report Contents section allows choice of 
the pages to be printed.  
 
After Download is clicked, the device is interrogated and a list of recordings found on the device will be shown. The Baseline and 
Analysis Start/ End which give appropriate times for the highlighted recording(s) can be used to define those periods for walk 
tests or pre-post intervention studies. 
 
When Download is clicked a second time the highlighted recordings will be moved to the computer folder specified in the Setup 
tab and given  the filename shown. 
If certain channels are not required they can be prevented from being downloaded by unticking the boxes. 
 

After download is complete, the data will be stored on the computer and shown on the screen 

behind the Download device dialogue box. Other data files may be retrieved or the dialogue box 

closed. 

 

Events 

The following events are saved along with the trend data (each event type is shown on the trace 

as a different event "flag"): 

 

* SpO2 High alarm violated 

* SpO2 Low alarm violated 

* Pulse high alarm violated 

* Pulse low alarm violated 

Battery low 

No Sensor 

Defective Sensor 

Low Perfusion 

Interference 

Ambient Light 

Unrecognised Sensor 

Low Signal IQ 

The events marked * only have the first occurrence of a sequence recorded so as not to fill the 

screen with events. 

 

Events to be excluded from analysis 

In the „Event | Display/Edit Event Definitions‟ dialog box events can be selected as possible to 

be excluded from analysis. If in „Analyse | Analysis Setup | Report| Data options‟ "Exclude 

selected events" is also selected those events will be excluded from the analysis report. 
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 Masimo Rad-8 Oximeter 

Data Storage 

The Rad-8 can store 72 hours of trend data at a sampling rate of one sample every 2 seconds. 
 It is extremely important that Firmware version 4818 or higher be running on the Rad-8. 

Downloading Data 

Attach one end of the serial cable to the oximeter and the other to the serial port of the computer. 

  
Turn on the Rad-8 and wait until it has completed its startup self-test. The Rad-8 must have the 

serial mode set to „ASCII2‟ (see the device Operators Manual for further details). 
 

   

Choose Download Rad-8 in the Communication menu or click on the Rad-8 icon on the 

toolbar. 

 The Download dialogue box is a „Tabbed‟ interface. Please go to the section “To „Download‟ a 

recording from the device” to see the dialogue boxes in detail. 
 

In summary: 

 

Surname 

 
You should enter the patient name to be saved in the file as a minimum. If the Surname field is empty it will be saved with a 
blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future. 
  
The tabs Patient Details, Medical Details, Extra Details  allow patient details to be entered. 
  
 

In the Setup tab  

 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 

 

The ‘connected to’ drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the 

communication port to which the device is connected with the down arrow. 
 

You  may know that only one patient recording has been made since clearing the memory. 

Selecting the ‘Automatically download largest recording ’ option causes the program to bypass 

the Recording Select dialog box and automatically saves and opens the largest recording. 

 
Auto print report after downloading 

When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto 

print report‟, which causes the analysis report to be automatically run and printed after 

downloading a recording. 
 
When ‘Automatically download largest recording’ is not selected, after the program has downloaded all the available 
recordings from the device memory, a „Recording Select dialog box’ is displayed. You may then select which recording(s) you 
want to save by clicking on „Download’.  

 
If „Use Simple report’ is chosen in the Advanced tab of the Setup Wizard, the Analysis Report Contents section allows choice of 
the pages to be printed.  
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After Download is clicked, the device is interrogated and a list of recordings found on the device will be shown. The Baseline and 
Analysis Start/ End which give appropriate times for the highlighted recording(s) can be used to define those periods for  pre-post 
intervention studies. 
 
When Download is clicked a second time the highlighted recordings will be moved to the computer folder specified in the Setup 
tab and given  the filename shown. 
If certain channels are not required they can be prevented from being downloaded by unticking the boxes. 
 

After download is complete, the data will be stored on the computer and shown on the screen 

behind the Download device dialogue box. Other data files may be retrieved or the dialogue box 

closed. 

 
Events 
The following events are saved along with the trend data (each event type is shown on the trace as a different event "flag"): 

No Sensor connected 

Defective Sensor 

Low Perfusion 

Pulse Search 

Interference Detected 

Sensor Off Patient 

Too much Ambient Light 

Unrecognised Sensor 

Low Signal IQ 

  

Events to be excluded from analysis 

In the „Event | Display/Edit Event Definitions‟ dialog box events can be selected as possible to 

be excluded from analysis.  If in „Analyse | Analysis Setup | Report| Data options‟ "Exclude 

selected events" is also selected those events will be excluded from the analysis report. 

 Clear Memory  

(see the device Operators Manual for further details).  

  
 

Masimo Rad-87 Oximeter 

Data Storage 

The Rad-87 can store 72 hours of trend data at a sampling rate of one sample every 2 seconds. 
  

Downloading Data 

Attach one end of the serial cable to the oximeter and the other to the serial port of the computer. 

  
Turn on the Rad-87 and wait until it has completed its startup self-test. The Rad-87 must have 

the serial mode set to „ASCII2‟ (see the device Operators Manual for further details). 
 

   

Choose Download Rad-87 or click on the Rad-8 icon on the toolbar. 

  
 

The Download dialogue box is a „Tabbed‟ interface. Please go to the section “To „Download‟ a 

recording from the device” to see the dialogue boxes in detail. 
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In summary: 

 

Surname 

 
You should enter the patient name to be saved in the file as a minimum. If the Surname field is empty it will be saved with a 
blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future. 
  
The tabs Patient Details, Medical Details, Extra Details  allow patient details to be entered. 
 

In the Setup tab  

 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 

 

The ‘connected to’ drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the 

communication port to which the device is connected with the down arrow. 
 

You  may know that only one patient recording has been made since clearing the memory. 

Selecting the ‘Automatically download largest recording ’ option causes the program to bypass 

the Recording Select dialog box and automatically saves and opens the largest recording. 

 
Auto print report after downloading 

When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto 

print report‟, which causes the analysis report to be automatically run and printed after 

downloading a recording. 
 
When ‘Automatically download largest recording’ is not selected, after the program has downloaded all the available 
recordings from the device memory, a „Recording Select dialog box’ is displayed. You may then select which recording(s) you 
want to save by clicking on „Download’.  

 
If „Use Simple report’ is chosen in the Advanced tab of the Setup Wizard, the Analysis Report Contents section allows choice of 
the pages to be printed.  
 
After Download is clicked, the device is interrogated and a list of recordings found on the device will be shown. The Baseline and 
Analysis Start/ End which give appropriate times for the highlighted recording(s) can be used to define those periods for pre-post 
intervention studies. 
 
When Download is clicked a second time the highlighted recordings will be moved to the computer folder specified in the Setup 
tab and given  the filename shown. 
If certain channels are not required they can be prevented from being downloaded by unticking the boxes. 
 

After download is complete, the data will be stored on the computer and shown on the screen 

behind the Download device dialogue box. Other data files may be retrieved or the dialogue box 

closed. 

  

Events 
The following events are saved along with the trend data (each event type is shown on the trace as a different event "flag"): 

No Sensor connected 

Defective Sensor 

Low Perfusion 

Pulse Search 

Interference Detected 

Sensor Off Patient 

Too much Ambient Light 

Unrecognised Sensor 

Low Signal IQ 
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 Events to be excluded from analysis 

In the „Event | Display/Edit Event Definitions‟ dialog box events can be selected as possible to 

be excluded from analysis.  If in „Analyse | Analysis Setup | Report| Data options‟ "Exclude 

selected events" is also selected those events will be excluded from the analysis report. 

 

 Clear Memory  

(see the device Operators Manual for further details).  

 

 

  

Masimo Rad-9 Oximeter 
 
Data Storage 
   
The Masimo Rad-9 stores trend data each time the oximeter is switched on. The Rad-9 can record trend data for 24 hours, 60 
hours or 120 hours.  The duration depends on the sample rate: 

  
At a sample rate of 2 seconds the Trend Storage is 24 hours. 
At a sample rate of 5 seconds the Trend Storage is 60 hours. 
At a sample rate of 10 seconds the Trend Storage is 120 hours. 
  
Downloading Data  

   
Attach the cable from the Rad-9 to the serial port of the computer but do not switch the oximeter on.  
Choose Download Rad-9 in the Communication menu or click the Rad-9 icon on the toolbar.  

 

The Download dialogue box   

   
Device Connected to 

The drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the communication port 

to which the device is connected with the down arrow. 

Baud Rate 

Select the baud rate to which the device has been set (see the device Operators Manual for further details).  Failure to set the 
correct baud rate will prevent the program from downloading the data.  
  

Note: setting the oximeter to download with the highest practical baud rate will reduce the time 

taken to download the trend data. 

 
Automatically download largest recording   
If this is not selected, and the program has downloaded all the available recordings from the device memory, a Recording Select 
dialog box is displayed. You may then select which recording(s) you want to save.  
 

However you may already know that only one patient recording has been made since clearing the 

memory. Selecting the „Automatically download largest recording ‟ option causes the 

program to bypass the Recording Select dialog box and automatically saves and opens the largest 

recording. 

 
Patient Name (Surname)  
You may enter the patient name to be saved in the file. If you leave the patient name field empty it will automatically be saved 
with a blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future.  
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Details 
This gives access to a dialogue box to allow patient details to be entered. 
 
Start Time and Start Date 

Highlight to edit the default recording start time/ date of 10pm the previous evening. 

 
Date Format  
If the oximeter has been set to the USA date format MM/DD/YYYY (see the Operators Manual for further details) select USA, otherwise select 
International.  
 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 

 
  

Switch the Rad-9 on. 

  

Press the SETUP button to enter the [SETUP] section and then press the MORE button 4 times 

until the Trend Data (5th item on the SETUP screen) is displayed. Press the NEXT button 4 

times until Options is highlighted in the Trend Data section. Now press the ▼ button.  The 

TREND menu will be displayed along the bottom of the screen:  

   

START   STOP   CLEAR   EXIT  

   

On the computer click the OK button in the download dialogue box.  

   

On the Rad-9 press the START button to start sending the data to the computer. 

 

Communication box 

 
A status box is displayed on the computer screen indicating the current status of the download (the number of good quality and 
Invalid downloaded values).    
  

You may stop the download whenever you want by pressing the Stop button (the downloaded data will be saved) else 
it will stop automatically after the data have been downloaded. 

 

Recording Select dialogue box 
   

If „automatically download the largest recording‟ has not been selected, when the program has 

downloaded all the available recordings or their description from the trend data memory (or 

when have pressed the stop button) a „Recording Select‟ dialog box is displayed allowing you to 

select which recording(s) you want to save. The largest recording will be highlighted. 

  

Each line usually consists of the start date/ time and duration of the recording.  

 

 

To download a recording, click once on the required recording and then add/edit the patient 

name. Then click the Download button to save the recording – when the file will automatically 

be opened. Once a recording has been saved a cross appears next to it under the Downloaded 

heading to indicate that it has been saved.  

 

After the recording has appeared the Recording select dialogue box may be closed or another 

recording may be chosen. 

 

Note: if you double click on a recording it will automatically be saved with a blank patient name, 

which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future.  
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Note: If you select two or more recordings VISI-DOWNLOAD will automatically merge the 

recordings into one file with zero values added to fill the gaps between the recordings. These 

files may be very large (up to 14 days) so if you do not want to merge recordings they should 

be downloaded one at a time. 

  
Download Channels 
Choose the channels to be downloaded by marking the check boxes. 
 

Mindray PM-60 

Data Storage   

The PM-60 oximeter stores trend data each time it is switched on (see the Operation Manual).  

 

Downloading Data 

 

Choose Download,  Download PM-60, or click the PM-60 icon on the toolbar.  
  

WARNING   The PM-60 should be set to Export Trend before clicking on the Download button (see the Operation Manual).  
 

The Download dialogue box is a „Tabbed‟ interface. Please go to the section “To 

„Download‟ a recording from the device” to see the dialogue boxes in detail. 
 

In summary: 

 

Surname 

 
You should enter the patient name to be saved in the file as a minimum. If the Surname field is empty it will be saved with a 
blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future. 
  
The tabs Patient Details, Medical Details, Extra Details  allow patient details to be entered. 
If a Walk Test is chosen, Extra Details will change as appropriate.  
 

In the Setup tab  

 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 

 

The ‘connected to’ drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the 

communication port to which the device is connected with the down arrow. 
 

You  may know that only one patient recording has been made since clearing the memory. 

Selecting the ‘Automatically download largest recording ’ option causes the program to bypass 

the Recording Select dialog box and automatically saves and opens the largest recording. 

 
Auto print report after downloading 

When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto 

print report‟, which causes the analysis report to be automatically run and printed after 

downloading a recording. 
 
When ‘Automatically download largest recording’ is not selected, after the program has downloaded all the available 
recordings from the device memory, a „Recording Select dialog box’ is displayed. You may then select which recording(s) you 
want to save by clicking on „Download’.  

 
If „Use Simple report’ is chosen in the Advanced tab of the Setup Wizard, the Analysis Report Contents section allows choice of 
the pages to be printed.  
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After Download is clicked, the device is interrogated and a list of recordings found on the device will be shown. The Baseline and 
Analysis Start/ End which give appropriate times for the highlighted recording(s) can be used to define those periods for walk 
tests or pre-post intervention studies. 
 
When Download is clicked a second time the highlighted recordings will be moved to the computer folder specified in the Setup 
tab and given  the filename shown. 
If certain channels are not required they can be prevented from being downloaded by unticking the boxes. 
 

After download is complete, the data will be stored on the computer and shown on the screen 

behind the Download device dialogue box. Other data files may be retrieved or the dialogue box 

closed. 

. 

 

 
 

Radiometer TCM4 / TCM CombiM pO2/ pCO2 monitor 

Data Storage 

 

Every time the TCM4/TCM CombiM is switched on, and has been calibrated, a new record is 

created in the memory,  

  

Clearing the memory should be routinely carried out after each recording is downloaded to the 

computer.  

   

TCM4 - Sampling rate for trend data is one sample every 10 seconds.  

TCM CombiM - Sampling rate for trend data is one sample every 2 seconds.  

 

Memory capacity is approximately 48 hours, after which the earliest data is overwritten. The 

monitor should be turned off after the recording. 

  

Ensure the “Serial data output” option in the Tech. Settings menu of the TCM4/TCM CombiM is 

set to “data export” 

   
Downloading Data 

    

Attach the cable from the TCM4/TCM CombiM to the serial port of the computer. 

  

Choose Download TCM4/TCM CombiM in the Communication menu or click the TCM4/TCM 

CombiM icon on the toolbar. 

 

Choose Download,  Download TCM4 , or Download TCM CombiM or click the appropriate 

icon on the toolbar.  
  
 

The Download dialogue box is a „Tabbed‟ interface. Please go to the section “To „Download‟ a 

recording from the device” to see the dialogue boxes in detail. 
 

In summary: 
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Surname 

 
You should enter the patient name to be saved in the file as a minimum. If the Surname field is empty it will be saved with a 
blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future. 
  
The tabs Patient Details, Medical Details, Extra Details  allow patient details to be entered. 
 
 

In the Setup tab  

 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 

 

The ‘connected to’ drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the 

communication port to which the device is connected with the down arrow. 
 

You  may know that only one patient recording has been made since clearing the memory. 

Selecting the ‘Automatically download largest recording ’ option causes the program to bypass 

the Recording Select dialog box and automatically saves and opens the largest recording. 

 
Auto print report after downloading 

When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto 

print report‟, which causes the analysis report to be automatically run and printed after 

downloading a recording. 
 
When ‘Automatically download largest recording’ is not selected, after the program has downloaded all the available 
recordings from the device memory, a „Recording Select dialog box’ is displayed. You may then select which recording(s) you 
want to save by clicking on „Download’.  

 
If „Use Simple report’ is chosen in the Advanced tab of the Setup Wizard, the Analysis Report Contents section allows choice of 
the pages to be printed.  
 
After Download is clicked, the device is interrogated and a list of recordings found on the device will be shown. The Baseline and 
Analysis Start/ End which give appropriate times for the highlighted recording(s) can be used to define those periods for pre-post 
intervention studies. 
 
When Download is clicked a second time the highlighted recordings will be moved to the computer folder specified in the Setup 
tab and given  the filename shown. 
If certain channels are not required they can be prevented from being downloaded by unticking the boxes. 
 

After download is complete, the data will be stored on the computer and shown on the screen 

behind the Download device dialogue box. Other data files may be retrieved or the dialogue box 

closed. 

 

  

Clear Memory  
Click on the Clear Memory button.  

  

A dialog box will be displayed requiring user confirmation before proceeding with the clearing 

of memory.   Click YES to proceed to delete all the memory or NO to abandon clearing 

memory.   
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Radiometer TCM40 / TCM TOSCA SpO2/ pCO2 monitor 

Data Storage 

 

Every time the TCM40/TCM TOSCA is switched on, and has been calibrated, a new record is 

created in the memory,  

  

Clearing the memory should be routinely carried out after each recording is downloaded to the 

computer.  

   

TCM40 - Sampling rate for trend data is one sample every 10 seconds.  

TCM TOSCA - Sampling rate for trend data is one sample every 2 seconds.  

 

Memory capacity is approximately 48 hours, after which the earliest data is overwritten. The 

monitor should be turned off after the recording. 

  

Ensure the “Serial data output” option in the Tech. Settings menu of the TCM40/TCM TOSCA 

is set to “data export” 

   
Downloading Data 

    

Attach the cable from the TCM40/TCM TOSCA to the serial port of the computer. 

  

Choose Download TCM40/TCM TOSCA or click the TCM40/TCM TOSCA icon on the 

toolbar.  
 

The Download dialogue box is a „Tabbed‟ interface. Please go to the section “To „Download‟ a 

recording from the device” to see the dialogue boxes in detail. 
 

In summary: 

 

Surname 

 
You should enter the patient name to be saved in the file as a minimum. If the Surname field is empty it will be saved with a 
blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future. 
  
The tabs Patient Details, Medical Details, Extra Details  allow patient details to be entered. 
 

In the Setup tab  

 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 

 

The ‘connected to’ drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the 

communication port to which the device is connected with the down arrow. 
 

You  may know that only one patient recording has been made since clearing the memory. 

Selecting the ‘Automatically download largest recording ’ option causes the program to bypass 

the Recording Select dialog box and automatically saves and opens the largest recording. 
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Auto print report after downloading 

When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto 

print report‟, which causes the analysis report to be automatically run and printed after 

downloading a recording. 
 
When ‘Automatically download largest recording’ is not selected, after the program has downloaded all the available 
recordings from the device memory, a „Recording Select dialog box’ is displayed. You may then select which recording(s) you 
want to save by clicking on „Download’.  

 
If „Use Simple report’ is chosen in the Advanced tab of the Setup Wizard, the Analysis Report Contents section allows choice of 
the pages to be printed.  
 
After Download is clicked, the device is interrogated and a list of recordings found on the device will be shown. The Baseline and 
Analysis Start/ End which give appropriate times for the highlighted recording(s) can be used to define those periods for pre-post 
intervention studies. 
 
When Download is clicked a second time the highlighted recordings will be moved to the computer folder specified in the Setup 
tab and given  the filename shown. 
If certain channels are not required they can be prevented from being downloaded by unticking the boxes. 
 

After download is complete, the data will be stored on the computer and shown on the screen 

behind the Download device dialogue box. Other data files may be retrieved or the dialogue box 

closed. 

 
 

 

 

  

Radiometer TOSCA™  Monitor    

Data Storage 

The TOSCA™ Monitor stores trend data, PCO2, SpO2, PR and Heating Power at one sample 

every 3 secs and records the Perfusion and Sensor Temperature at one sample every 12s. 

  

Memory capacity is approximately 24 hours, after which the earliest data is overwritten. 

  

Important: ONLY for early monitors with software version Main 500.01 REV 1.11 only: 

Do not turn off the monitor before downloading as the memory is cleared when it is turned off.  

 

Communicating with the oximeter 

The communication factory setting is the EASYLINK protocol, but make sure that this is 

activated in the TOSCA™ Monitor (CONFIGURATION, COMMUNICATION). 

  

Attach the cable from the TOSCA™ to the serial port of the computer. 

Choose Download Radiometer TOSCA™ in the Communication menu or click the TOSCA™ 

icon on the toolbar. 

 

Downloading Data 

 Choose Download,  Download  TOSCA, or click the TOSCA icon on the toolbar.  
  
 

The Download dialogue box is a „Tabbed‟ interface. Please go to the section “To „Download‟ a 

recording from the device” to see the dialogue boxes in detail. 
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In summary: 

 
Surname 

 
You should enter the patient name to be saved in the file as a minimum. If the Surname field is empty it will be saved with a 
blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the file in the future. 
  
The tabs Patient Details, Medical Details, Extra Details  allow patient details to be entered. 
 

In the Setup tab  

 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 

 

The ‘connected to’ drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the 

communication port to which the device is connected with the down arrow. 
 

You  may know that only one patient recording has been made since clearing the memory. 

Selecting the ‘Automatically download largest recording ’ option causes the program to bypass 

the Recording Select dialog box and automatically saves and opens the largest recording. 

 
Auto print report after downloading 

When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto 

print report‟, which causes the analysis report to be automatically run and printed after 

downloading a recording. 
 
When ‘Automatically download largest recording’ is not selected, after the program has downloaded all the available 
recordings from the device memory, a „Recording Select dialog box’ is displayed. You may then select which recording(s) you 
want to save by clicking on „Download’.  

 
If „Use Simple report’ is chosen in the Advanced tab of the Setup Wizard, the Analysis Report Contents section allows choice of 
the pages to be printed.  
 
After Download is clicked, the device is interrogated and a list of recordings found on the device will be shown. The Baseline and 
Analysis Start/ End which give appropriate times for the highlighted recording(s) can be used to define those periods for pre-post 
intervention studies. 
 
When Download is clicked a second time the highlighted recordings will be moved to the computer folder specified in the Setup 
tab and given  the filename shown. 
If certain channels are not required they can be prevented from being downloaded by unticking the boxes. 
 

After download is complete, the data will be stored on the computer and shown on the screen 

behind the Download device dialogue box. Other data files may be retrieved or the dialogue box 

closed. 

 

Time to use 

Select to use PC time or Monitor time. 

 

TOSCA Event types 

The following events are saved along with the trend data (each event type is shown on the trace 

as a different event "flag"):  

  

SpO2 Too High/ Alarm Limit  

SpO2 Too Low/ Alarm Limit 
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Pulse Rate Too High/ Alarm Limit 

Pulse Rate Too Low/ Alarm Limit 

PCO2 Too High/ Alarm Limit 

PCO2 Too Low/ Alarm Limit 

Audible Alarm OFF (Alarm Suspended or Alarm Inhibited) 

Ready To Use  

Not Ready To Use (Remembrane Sensor or No Gas Flow)  

Monitoring Started  

Site Time Elapsed,  

Calibrate Sensor 

Calibrating  

Sensor OFF (Connect Sensor or Sensor Fault)  

 

Events to be excluded from analysis  

In the „Event | Display/Edit Event Definitions‟ dialog box events can be selected as possible to 

be excluded from analysis.  If in „Analyse | Analysis Setup | Report | Data options‟ "Exclude 

selected events" is also selected those events will be excluded from the analysis report.  

  

  

Radiometer TOSCA™ 500 Monitor    

Data Storage 

The TOSCA™ 500 Monitor stores trend data, PCO2, SpO2, PR and Heating Power at one 

sample every 3s and records the Perfusion and Sensor Temperature at one sample every 12s. 

  

Memory capacity is approximately 72 hours, after which the earliest data is overwritten. 

  

Communicating with the TOSCA 500 

The communication factory setting is the EASYLINK protocol, but make sure that this is 

activated in the TOSCA™ 500 Monitor (CONFIGURATION, COMMUNICATION). 

  

Attach the cable from the TOSCA™ to the serial port of the computer. 

Choose Download TOSCA 500™ in the Communication menu or click the TOSCA™ 500 icon 

on the toolbar. 

 

Downloading Data 

 

Choose Download,  Download TOSCA 500 , or click the TOSCA 500 icon on the toolbar.  
  
 

The Download dialogue box is a „Tabbed‟ interface. Please go to the section “To „Download‟ a 

recording from the device” to see the dialogue boxes in detail. 
 

In summary: 
Surname 
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You should enter the patient name to be saved in the file as a minimum. If the Surname field is 

empty it will be saved with a blank patient name, which could lead to problems in locating the 

file in the future. 

 

Start position (hours) earlier than current time 

The drop down list shows the start position (in hours) relative to the current time where trend 

data is to be downloaded from.  Available hours are 01 to 72. 

  

Period (Number of hours)  to download 

The drop down list shows the number of hours to download starting from the start position (see 

above).  Available hours are 01 to 72. 
  
The tabs Patient Details, Medical Details, Extra Details  allow patient details to be entered. 
 

In the Setup tab  

 

‘Folder ’ is where the data will be saved and shows the list created in Setup Wizard 

 

The ‘connected to’ drop down list shows the available „COM‟ or „serial‟ ports. Select the 

communication port to which the device is connected with the down arrow. 
 

You  may know that only one patient recording has been made since clearing the memory. 

Selecting the ‘Automatically download largest recording ’ option causes the program to bypass 

the Recording Select dialog box and automatically saves and opens the largest recording. 

 
Auto print report after downloading 

When „Automatically download largest recording ‟ has been selected you may also select ‟ auto 

print report‟, which causes the analysis report to be automatically run and printed after 

downloading a recording. 
 
When ‘Automatically download largest recording’ is not selected, after the program has downloaded all the available 
recordings from the device memory, a „Recording Select dialog box’ is displayed. You may then select which recording(s) you 
want to save by clicking on „Download’.  

 
If „Use Simple report’ is chosen in the Advanced tab of the Setup Wizard, the Analysis Report Contents section allows choice of 
the pages to be printed.  
 
After Download is clicked, the device is interrogated and a list of recordings found on the device will be shown. The Baseline and 
Analysis Start/ End which give appropriate times for the highlighted recording(s) can be used to define those periods for pre-post 
intervention studies. 
 
When Download is clicked a second time the highlighted recordings will be moved to the computer folder specified in the Setup 
tab and given  the filename shown. 
If certain channels are not required they can be prevented from being downloaded by unticking the boxes. 
 

After download is complete, the data will be stored on the computer and shown on the screen 

behind the Download device dialogue box. Other data files may be retrieved or the dialogue box 

closed. 

 

  

Time to use 
Select to use PC time or Monitor time. 

 

TOSCA 500 Event types 
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The following events are saved along with the trend data (each event type is shown on the trace 

as a different event "flag"):  

  

PCO2 Alarm (High Alarm or Low Alarm violated) 

SpO2 Alarm (High Alarm or Low Alarm violated) 

PR Alarm (High Alarm or Low Alarm violated) 

Low PI 

Low Signal IQ 

Interference (Too Much Ambient Light or Interference Detected) 

Audible Alarm OFF (Alarm Suspended or Alarm Inhibited) 

Monitoring Started (shows QuickStart if applicable) 

Site Time Elapsed  

Calibrate Sensor 

Ready To Use 

Not Ready To Use (Remembrane Sensor or No Gas Flow) 

Calibrating 

Sensor OFF (Sensor Off Patient or Sensor Fault or Connect Sensor) 

  

Events to be excluded from analysis  

 

In the „Event | Display/Edit Event Definitions‟ dialog box events can be selected as possible to 

be excluded from analysis.  If in „Analyse | Analysis Setup | Report | Data options‟ "Exclude 

selected events" is also selected those events will be excluded from the analysis report.  

Stowood Grey Flash 

 

The Grey Flash sleep screening device was designed in collaboration with Oxford's Churchill 

Hospital Sleep Laboratory to be simple enough to allow the patient to attach himself/ herself 

while giving the parameters needed for determining the presence/ absence of sleep disruption 

and sleep related breathing disorders.  

 

An ENT specialist may be particularily interested in the availability of the audio recording, the 

first device to offer such a facility.However it is not necessary to listen to it all, as audio 

playback is under cursor control - one can scan the sound level traces and playback only the 

more interesting looking parts! 

 

Although the simplest recording setup is with oximetry sensor and a combined oral/nasal 

cannula, it is possible to get high quality sound using a convenient clip-on calibrated 

microphone.  The sound is picked up by the microphone, the airflow from the nasal cannula. The 

oximetry probe gives SpO2, pulse rate and the plethysmogram signal, which can be used to 

monitor arousals. 

 

Body position, body movement and an event button are built into the recorder body. 

 

How to install the Greyflash driver, and update to a new driver if there is one installed already 

 

1. Connect the Grey flash to the computer via the USB port.  

If this is a new installation, now go to point 7,  

If you have previously installed Visi-Download for the Grey Flash, continue with point 2 

2. Go into Control Panel |  System and then Hardware devices. 
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3. You will see Grey Flash under Universal Serial Bus controllers: 

 
 

4. Right click over the Grey Flash to display a menu and click on  

Properties then the Driver tab to find the version. 

  

 
 

 
 

If it is version 2.0.0.0 as above you should remove it. The current version is  2.2.4.0 

 

The best way to remove a driver is to click on Cancel then highlight GretFlash under Universal 

Serial Bus controllers, right click to get the menu and choose Uninstall Grey Flash 
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5. Confirm device removal: 

 

 
 

 

6. Once uninstalled, disconnect the greyflash and reboot the PC, At this point you may uninstall 

Visi-Download in order to install the latest version of Visi-Download. 

 

7. NOTE: MAKE SURE YOU HAVE THE LATEST VERSION OF VISI-DOWNLOAD 

INSTALLED BEFORE CONTINUING PAST THIS POINT.  

After connecting the Grey Flash using the USB cable, the "Found New Hardware Wizard" dialog 

will be displayed, select "No, not at this time" to the first dialogue box question about allowing 

Windows to connect to Windows Update: 

 

8. From the next screen select "Install from a list or specific location (Advanced)”: 

 

 
 

9. On the next screen select "Search for the best driver in these locations" and tick "Include this 

location in the search" and Browse to C:\Program Files\Visi-Download\GreyFlash USB Driver 
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10. You will see a warning that the software has not passed Windows logo testing, click 

"Continue Anyway": 

 

 
 

 

11. The driver should then be installed and you will be shown the final dialogue box, click the 

Finish button. 

(If you wish to check using steps 1-4 the driver version 2.2.4.0 should be shown as below.) 
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Operating the Grey Flash 

Click on the Grey Flash icon in the Toolbar  

 

After the Grey Flash is attached using the USB cable. The ON LED should illuminate and the 

dialogue box change to the form shown following. 

 

Screen After GreyFlash is turned On 

Download 
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Clicking on this button will interrogate the Grey Flash and get the list of recordings. 

 

 

The Download Dialogue Box 

 

 

Download dialogue box: Choose a recording and click on Download 

Recordings are downloaded in two parts:  
a) The traces are downloaded 

b) These are followed by the audio 

 

The traces may be reviewed whilst the audio is being downloaded. 

When these have been completed, the data has been saved to the hard disk and can be examined 

and analysed. 

Starting a Recording  

Prior to disconnecting the Grey Flash from the computer, the memory should be cleared in order 

to make full use of the memory space. 

Exit from the Grey Flash dialogue box and remove the USB lead before starting a recording. 

 

Set Clock 

The Grey Flash takes its time from the computer, so check that it is correct before clicking on the 

Set Clock button. 
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‘Set Clock’ Dialogue Box 

 

Set ID 

This enables the Grey Flash to be named. The default ID is the serial number of the GF. 

 

‘Set ID’ Dialogue Box 

 

 

Record Options 

Oximeter and Audio:  

It is possible to record the sound level and other parameters with the oximeter turned off. The 

increase in duration is related to the power, which is no longer required to drive the oximeter. 

Battery Type 

The Battery low light is dependent upon correct choice of battery type. 

Audio 

4096Hz audio gives approximately 8 hours of excellent quality audio using one of the three types 

of external microphone available with Grey Flash. If cannula is chosen, it may be acceptable to 

use a lower sample rate to double the audio recording duration. 

Oximeter averaging 

For sleep apnoea, 2-4 seconds is the normal choice 

Recording duration 

The Grey Flash will stop either after the time entered in this box, or when the ON/OFF button is 

pressed, whichever is first. 
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Record Options for the GreyFlash 

System 

This button is for use by service engineers. A password is required to obtain system information. 

Contact Stowood on 01865 358860. 

 

Calibration 

Calibration is a function in the System menu 

Calibration consists of applying signals from calibrators that may be traced to national standards. 

The level of the calibration signal is shown in the text boxes and can be changed to suit the 

calibrator. 

 

System settings 

The user is warned that changing the calibration without the proper calibrator will result in 

incorrect sound levels.  

The ‘Current value’ column on the RHS shows the value with the current calibration. If re-

calibration is required, the ‘Apply’ button should be clicked after the calibration signal is applied. 

A standard calibrated 94dB 1.0 KHz sound source is used. The Visi-3 Grey Flash microphone is 

placed within the cavity of the sound source, the sound source switched on then the ‘Apply’ 

button clicked. Whilst the Grey Flash system is digital, the microphone capsule output may be 

affected by high levels of humidity. It is recommended that calibration be checked at regular 

intervals, and certainly before and after studies intended for publication. Calibration is part of a 

yearly service provided by Stowood, or an appropriate calibrator can be purchased. 

Body Position: The body position sensor in the Grey Flash can be calibrated by the user. Click 

on the ‘Apply’ button next to the body position in the dialogue box and follow the prompts from 

the ‘Apply Body Position’ dialogue boxes. After each prompt, the ‘OK’ button should be clicked 

to continue once the instruction has been followed.  

 Label facing up on Visi unit – supine  

 Label facing down on Visi unit – prone  

 USB connector facing up – Right  

 USB Connectors facing down – Left  

 Oximeter sensor facing down:  

 Oximeter sensor facing up: -Sitting up  
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Stowood Black Shadow 

 

The primary role of the Black Shadow is to function with the computer as a sleep recording 

system, and this is covered in the Visi Hardware Manual. This section will deal with its use in 

stand-alone mode 

 

Put the batteries in before starting. See battery types below. 

1. Black Shadow recorder studies can be started either by  

Switching on as pre-programmed by the computer or using the power button  after an SD 

card has been inserted in its slot – these are the preferred methods.  

Or switching on using the power button     and then fully inserting an SD card, 

  

Prior to starting to make recordings, the Black Shadow recorder should be set up, using Visi-

Download software for wireless communication with the computer via Bluetooth. This allows 

setting which of the patient‟s signals to be recorded, as default until they need to be changed, as 

well as correcting the date and time. 

 

2. When attached to the patient, it is possible for the signals being picked up by the Black 

Shadow  

sent via Bluetooth for checking prior to starting a study by viewing on the computer, and after 

the study has completed. 

 

3. If in stand –alone mode, after a study is complete, the recordings that have been made on the 

Black Shadow can be reviewed by removing the SD card, plugging it into a computer SD slot 

and transferring the data to the computer. 

 

Setting up a computer for Bluetooth communication with the Black Shadow 

The Bluetooth USB „dongle‟ supplied with a Black Shadow system should be plugged in to the 

computer that runs Visi-Download, and a communication pathway set up with the Black 

Shadow, as described below in the “Initialising a Black Shadow with a computer and 

troubleshooting” section 

 

Check that the SD card is not fully inserted into its slot in the Black Shadow, and turn the Black 

Shadow on by holding down the power button  for 3+ seconds until the LED stays on. Wait a 

few more seconds for the green “On” and orange “DISK/ COMMS” LEDs to begin flashing 

alternately which indicate it is ready to connect to Bluetooth or to start a recording.  

 

The computer should show the particular Black Shadow and the COM port it is associated with 

by name. 

 
Black Shadow dialogue box showing in drop-down box the installed Black Shadow (COM port 13, Black Shadow S No 

11-01-01) 
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If there are several Black Shadows set up for the computer, each will have its particular COM 

port number.  

 
Note Due to the way Windows functions, different computers may assign different COM port 
numbers to the same Black Shadow.  

 

 

Communicating with the Black Shadow to set up the default recording parameters prior to making 
recordings 

 

Check that the SD card is not fully inserted into its slot in the Black Shadow, and turn it on by 

holding down the power button  for 3+ seconds. Wait for the green “ON” and orange “DISK/ 

COMMS” LEDs to begin flashing alternately to indicate it is ready to connect to Bluetooth.  
 

Run the Visi-Download program and click the Black Shadow icon . 
 
The COM port and the Black Shadow should become visible in the COM port box.  
If it is not the one displayed at the top, use the drop-down box to find it.  
 
Note: If it is not visible, first try the button „Rescan COM Ports‟  
If the correct port does not appear, check that the Bluetooth dongle is in the original USB port, and reboot the computer and to access it again, if 
necessary rescanning the COM Ports.  
 

Please see “Initialising a Black Shadow with a computer and troubleshooting” section 
if this fails. 
 
With the correct COM port shown in the drop down box, click the button “Black Shadow” and the Black Shadow dialogue box should appear, 
show the parameters obtained from the Black Shadow (Date, time, ID Versions etc) and the LED alongside „Wireless Connected‟ should be lit. 
 
The Black dialogue box should then appear with the current recording channels shown in blue. 

 
Black Shadow Setup dialogue box 

  

If an incorrect Black Shadow is chosen there will be no blue parameters and when any buttons are clicked, 
as this is not the correct Black Shadow COM port, an error message will appear. 
 

 
Error message if the correct Black Shadow cannot be found by the computer 
 

See the “Initialising a Black Shadow with a computer and troubleshooting” section 
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for further help with communication. 

Reset Clock 

The Black Shadow gets its time from the computer clock, and has a battery backed up internal 

clock. Click on the Reset Clock button and check that the computer date and time shown in the 

dialogue box is correct before clicking on the Set button to send it to the Black Shadow. 

 

 
‘Reset Clock’ Dialogue Box 
 

Set ID 

Use this to personalise your Black Shadow. The ID will be saved and can be checked in 

recordings in File | Properties. The default ID is the serial number. 

 
‘Set ID’ Dialogue Box 
 

Record Options 

 

 
Record Options for the Black Shadow 
 

 

Battery Type 

 

Choose either Rechargeable NiMH (Nickel metal hydride) – we recommend 2450mAH rated 

capacity batteries eg Energizer 
® 

, or Alkaline disposables for which we recommend Duracell 

ProCell MN1500 LR6 (AA) alkaline batteries.  
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The LOW BAT warning light is dependent upon correct choice of battery type - based on the 

starting voltage an estimate is made of whether the Black Shadow has insufficient power to make 

a full recording, and if so this is illuminated.  

 

Oximeter averaging 

For sleep apnoea recordings, the minimum averaging time, 2-4 seconds should be chosen. This 

may show more artefacts than longer averaging periods. 

 

LED Dimming  

Choose to dim the front panel LEDs after any time in minutes during the first 2 hours of the 

recording 

 

Recording duration 

Set the period which after a recording starts, the Black Shadow will stop (or when the ON/OFF 

button is held down for 2-3 seconds, whichever is first.) 

Setup 

The Setup button is used to inspect and show the current setup of the Black Shadow. The three 

(tabbed) recording montages can be named and saved, and the one to be used chosen with a tick 

box. 

 

 
 

Amount of Sample Rate used: because of the maximum speed that we can write data to the SD 

cards the sample rate „bandwidth‟ is a de facto limit on the combinations of sampling rate and 

number of channels. 

Note that the default audio rate is 4096 samples/second. If 2048 is chosen, extra „bandwidth‟ is 

made available to meet the AASM requirements (which do not include audio). 

Channel corresponds to the Black Shadow label. 

Record allows choice of parameter to be recorded 

Chan Type where a choice is possible e.g. the Aux [ilary] channels 

Sample Rate for some channels there is a choice 

Heading, Units, Min, Max, Method, Colour are used to define the appearance of the data when 

opened after recording. As several channels are dedicated to particular types of parameters, most 

„Headings‟ are not user- modifiable. 
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When settings are changed and the box closed, the new Recording Montage is sent to the Black 

Shadow and the channels chosen for recording are shown in blue in the Black Shadow dialogue 

box. 

 
 

Calibration 

Use the Setup button prior to calibration to choose the channels for calibration in the current 

montage.  

The Sound and CPAP factors are the values referenced by the software for correct signal 

amplification. 

 

 
Calibration dialogue box 

 

Sound Calibration  

The Black Shadow was calibrated for the microphone provided with it when shipped.  The user 

is warned that changing the calibration without a proper calibrator may result in incorrect sound 

levels. The factors Sound (and CPAP) are the multiples required for the signal amplification. 

 

The ‘Current value’ column on the RHS shows the value with the current calibration. If re-

calibration is required, the ‘Apply’ button should be clicked after the calibration signal is applied. 

A standard calibrated 94dB 1.0 KHz sound source is used. The Visi-3 Black Shadow 

microphone is placed within the cavity of the sound source, the sound source switched on then 

the ‘Apply’ button clicked. Whilst the Black Shadow system is digital, the microphone capsule 

output may be affected by high levels of humidity. It is recommended that calibration be checked 

at regular intervals, and certainly before and after studies intended for publication. Calibration is 

part of a yearly service, which can be provided by Stowood, or an appropriate calibrator can be 

used. 

 

CPAP pressure 
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A two point calibration with the values shown in the Min Pressure and Max Pressure boxes will 

need to be applied using a water column, or a pressure source and calibrated pressure 

measurement device. A water manometer is the most accurate device to use. 

 

Note: Typical values are 4.00 and 20.00. (the values must be different to each other) 

   

The CPAP pressure is calibrated by first clicking on the ‘Apply’ button alongside and following 

the prompts from the ‘Apply CPAP’ dialogue boxes, applying the two pressures in turn.  After 

each prompt the ‘OK’ button should be clicked to continue. 

 

 
First dialogue box for CPAP pressure 

 
Second dialogue box for CPAP pressure 

(If the same (or very similar) pressure is applied when both instruction prompts are clicked then the 
following error message will appear and the calibration will need to be repeated.  

    

CPAP calibration error message 

 

 

Auxiliary channels 

 

A two-part calibration should be applied with values appropriate to a low and a high signal as for CPAP 
pressure. 
 

Body Position 

 

The user can calibrate the body position sensor.  

 

Click on the ‘Apply’ button next to the body position in the dialogue box and follow the prompts 

from the ‘Apply Body Position’ dialogue boxes.  After each prompt the ‘OK’ button should be 

clicked to continue once the instruction has been followed.  

 

 Black Shadow on its back (front facing up) – Supine 

 Facing down – Prone 

 ECG Connectors facing down – Right  

 ECG Connectors facing up – Left 
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 Oximeter connector facing Down  - … 

 Oximeter connector facing Up - Sitting Up 

 
First dialogue box for body position 

 

If the same position is selected for more than one different instruction prompt then an error 

message will be displayed. The whole calibration sequence should be repeated.  

 

 
Body position error message 
 

Show Waveform 

Clicking on Show Waveform will display on the screen the chosen channels with digital values 

where appropriate (i.e. forSpO2 and Pulse Rate) 

 

Set Record Times 

Click on “Set Record Times”, to choose starting times and dates for recordings to be made when starting recordings by inserting the SD card 
needs to be overridden. 
(These are shown by days of the week so that weekend bedtimes can be easily set up.)  
Note that the available battery power needs to be considered as well as the data storage requirement. (The duration of the recording is defined in 
the “Record Options” screen.) 

 

Attach the Black Shadow to the patient 

 

Connect the patient to the Black Shadow and use the „Show Waveform‟ facility to observe the 

signals and their quality. 
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Show Waveforms  

 

We suggest you go through a parameter by parameter check that signals are present – including 

placing the Black Shadow in different body positions. 

 

When you are satisfied that the signals are satisfactory, to exit from the Show Waveform window click on 
Exit at the bottom of the screen. 
 
To exit from Bluetooth communication, click on exit from the Black Shadow screen. 
 

To start the recording 

Note that the SD card memory should be cleared in order to be able to make full use of the card. This 
should be done when it is connected to the computer as described in the section “To view and analyse the 
data” below.  

If the Black Shadow is turned off, push the SD card firmly into its slot. It does not matter for the purposes of 
recording if the Lock slider on the SD card is at ON or OFF. 

When ready, turn the Black Shadow on by holding down the power button  for 2-3 seconds. Wait for the 
green “ON” and orange “DISK/ COMMS ” LEDs to begin flashing alternately then push the SD card firmly 
into its slot. The blue REC LED should flash once as it creates the recording file then intermittently as data 
from the buffer is stored to the SD card. 

If the batteries are only partially charged the ON and LOW BAT LEDs will flash alternately for a few 
seconds as a warning after which the recording will start. 

If the batteries are so low as to be incapable of making a recording the ON and LOW BAT LEDs will be lit 
continuously for 5 seconds then both LEDs and the Black Shadow will turn off. 

If the DISK/ COMMS LED flashes in a repeated sequence of from one to seven flashes then off for a 
second this indicates a problem with the SD card. This warning of an error will stop after approximately five 
minutes. 

Six flashes in a row indicate the card may be full, for example if previous recordings have not been cleared.  
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Seven flashes in a row indicate that the SD card is not fast enough to store data, this will also turn the REC 
LED on continuously. The SD card should be checked or replaced. 

 

Error indications  

1 Cannot write header  

2 File cannot be created  

3 Card rejected: cannot be initialised  

4 File not created: too many files on card  

5 File cannot be closed  

6 Error writing data to card  

   

At the end of the recording all the LEDs are turned off. 

To end a recording before the programmed duration hold down the power button  for 2-3 seconds, and 
wait for the ON LED to turn off. 

 If the SD card is removed or if the batteries are removed in the middle of a recording, the contents of small 
buffer of less than a second may be lost. The recorder will turn off.  

If the Black Shadow is switched back on and the SD card is replaced, a new recording will be created. 

To end the recording if the set duration has not been reached 

Power down the Black Shadow completely by holding down the ON button for 2-3 seconds. 

 

To view and analyse recorded data 

Start the Visi-Download programme and open the recording. 

 

If a recording has been made in –stand-alone mode, remove and plug the SD card into the 

computer SD card reader socket. 

 

While many modern laptops have these built in, a card reader may need to be purchased 

separately.  

 

If the computer is set to automatically open the SD card and shows a window with a choice of 

actions, eg to show files, close that window. 

 

Now click on the Black Shadow icon in the Toolbar  and the Black Shadow Recording Select 

screen will open. 
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The Black Shadow Recording Select Screen after the SD card is plugged in.  

 

 

 

If there is no recording listed in the “File Selection” box, the SD card is either empty or not 

plugged in correctly. 

 
The Black Shadow Recording Select Screen with no SD card plugged into the computer slot 

 

Highlight to select the required recording using the analysis start and end times which are shown. 

 

The channels which were used when the recording was made will then be visible in the 

Download Channels section and the Baseline and Analysis start and end times visible in the 

relevant boxes.  
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The Black Shadow Recording Select Screen with a highlighted recording 

 

Highlight the recording you wish to download, as above 

 

This shows that the recording on the 23
rd

 September by Black Shadow ID. number SSI-BS-11-

01-02 was completed by the Black Shadow being switched off, audio was recorded at 4096 Hz, 

and it has not yet been downloaded. Below, in the Download Channels section the ticked 

channels show which ones were recorded, these are „greyed out‟ as these cannot be modified 

post hoc. 

 

By default the Analysis Start and End times in the „Main‟ tabbed section will be the entire 

recording and no Baseline period times marked. 

 

„Load (an) existing patient‟ to input previously entered information or input the NHS number, 

patient ID etc using the Patient, Medical and Extra Details tabs. 

 

 
Patient Details tab 
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The setup tab gives the option of saving the data to somewhere other than the default and the 

option to automatically create and print a report once it has finished downloading. 

 

 
Setup tabbed section 

 

Once you are satisfied with these settings and information, check the correct file is selected and 

click Save. Visi-Download will then copy the data from the SD card to its default storage area 

and display the data onscreen.  

 

The highlight will be lost and that file marked by a cross x as Downloaded* . The patient 

information will remain visible as it is likely that more than one recording was made for a 

particular patient. Highlight other recordings as necessary and download them. 

  

* this will remain during this connection session  

 

When downloading is complete, use the Clear Memory button to clear the memory card which 

should have the slider set away from LOCK. If a multiple slot card reader is being used, select 

the correct „disk‟ – in the case above, this is H. 

 

 
Clear Memory Card 
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Bluetooth 

If the Black Shadow has not previously been installed or if there are problems, take the following 

steps. 

 

When you first plug in a Bluetooth dongle, the operating system goes through a hardware 

installation, for which you will need Admin rights. After this is completed, a Bluetooth icon  

should appear in the taskbar at the bottom far right of the screen. (* see Troubleshooting section 

if this is not present.) 

 

The Bluetooth dongle should be attached, and the Black Shadow switched on with its ON and 

DISK/ COMMS lights flashing.   

 
Note: It is preferable for the Bluetooth USB to be plugged into the USB port which will be its permanent 
‘home’ – as changing USB ports is complex, requiring removal and reinstallation. 

 

If the COM port dropdown box is empty, or the correct COM port does not appear in the pull 

down list: 

 

Check Bluetooth via the Bluetooth icon  which should be visible in the bottom RH bar. 

„Notification area‟. 

If the Bluetooth icon  does not appear in the taskbar at the bottom far right of the screen. 

If the icon is not visible even though the  Bluetooth dongle is installed in the PC, check through 

Control Panel (Start | Control Panel)   and choosing Bluetooth Devices | Options  that it is 

ticked to show the Bluetooth icon.  

 

 
Tick the boxes as shown in order to use Bluetooth 

 

 
The COM Ports section should have similar information to that shown here. 

 

The Bluetooth icon   allows the addition of Bluetooth devices (ie Black Shadow) in Windows XP via a 
wizard, in Win-7 directly. 
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Choices shown when the Bluetooth icon is clicked. Choose ‘Add a Bluetooth device’ 

  

        
‘Add a Bluetooth device’ wizard   In Win-7 instead of a wizard ‘Add a device’ opens  

      
New device showing Black Shadow 11-01-04 found (11-01-01 is already connected)  in XP and one in Win-7 

 

      
Highlight the ‘new’ Black Shadow and click on Next 
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Enter the Win-XP  ‘Pass key’ 1234     In Win-7 ‘Pairing code’ 

 

   
Wizard on completion for Windows XP and Win-7  

 

   
W Xp Start | Control Panel | Bluetooth Devices | COM Ports  after the addition of a second Black Shadow  

(The Outgoing ports are those required for the Black Shadows.) 

 

 
Win-7 Control Panel \All Control Panel Items\ Devices and Printers 

 

Run the Visi-Download program and click the Black Shadow Bluetooth icon .  

 

If the correct COM port for the Black Shadow is not displayed in the COM Port or drop-down 

menu, first click on “Rescan COM Ports”. If it appears, that COM port will be set as the 

default for this Black Shadow and should not need to be found again.  
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Black Shadow, COM port dropdown box showing Black Shadow 11-01-05 

 

2. The COM port does not appear after “Rescan Com Ports” has been used 

In Win XP 

Click on START and then choose Control Panel 

Choose „System‟ then choose „Hardware‟ then „Device Manager‟. If you have a large yellow 

question mark  ? then you may need to update the drivers, and if so contact your IT specialist. 

 

 

 

Device Manager in Win XP (No large yellow question mark  ?) 

 

You may need to remove the Bluetooth Device and start again if Windows has really got its 

female undergarments knotted. (Do not despair as this is not unusual) 

 

 

Error messages on Bluetooth dongle installation 

 

When Bluetooth dongles are inserted into USB ports, often error messages are received but if 

these do not concern the COM ports they may be ignored. 

 
Bluetooth Error messages not concerning the COM ports may be ignored  
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If a new USB dongle is used, it will be necessary to rerun the Add devices  

Battery Life  

 

Battery capability on a particular subject is difficult to estimate as it depends on the oximeter 

sensor power which is increased with low perfusion signals and difficult skin tone. 

 

With continuous recording ie the most demanding on the batteries: 

Alkaline ProCell MN1500 batteries 12 hours  

NiMH Energizer 2450 mAh  

 

 

In intermittent recordings (8 hour nights): 

Alkaline ProCell MN1500 batteries: One and a half nights  

NiMH Energizer 2450 mAh: Two nights 

 

 

* The longest recording period possible due to file size limitations is 18 hrs 12 min. (a restart 

may be performed by the user and a second recording created) 

 

NiMH battery replacement:  

Rechargeables do not last forever (in practice around a year of use). 

 

We suggest that the Energiser CH1HR-2 charger be used. With this charger, a green LED is lit 

when batteries are being charged and the green LED flashes when a „bad‟ rechargeable is 

inserted.  

 

SD cards 

We recommend 2GB Lexar Professional SD  2GB-133  

Transcend x133 SD TS2GSD133  

The new Lexar Professional x133 SDHC 8 GB are promising but we haven‟t completed enough 

studies to say definitively that they are recommended. 

 

Movement sensing with the Black Shadow 

 

The Black Shadow uses a triaxial accelerometer with a resolution of approx 0.01 G (in practice 

0.02 G) and a max signal of +/- 4 G. After an anti-aliasing filter, the analogue signal data from 

each axis is 10 bit sampled at 32 Hz. After the first second of data is acquired, then from each 

new sample point is subtracted the average of the last second‟s data points to remove the DC 

offset. The sum of the squares of the three axes are multiplied by a scaling factor to give a single 

signal where a change in axes by 90 degrees should give a value of 100, and a signal in the range 

+/- 512.  

 

The movement signal should be found to be more sensitive than that of the Grey Flash which due 

to storage considerations was designed to sample at 4 Hz. 

 

Data on Black Shadow SD cards 
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The data files stored on the SD cards are viewable by Windows as .BSW files 

 

 
Files stored on a Black Shadow SD card viewed through Windows Explorer 

 

 
The display of the bottom eight of those shown by Windows Explorer as .BSW files  

 

Windows Explorer cannot see the additional information derived when a file is highlighted – in 

this case that the recording on the 23
rd

 September was completed by the Black Shadow being 

switched off and the ticked channels that showed which were recorded (greyed out as these 

cannot be modified post hoc) 

 

 

 

 

 

 


